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요 약 문  
 

냉각수의 거동과 용융물의 거동을 각각 Lagrangian 과 Eulerian 으로 
나누어서 수치화하는 것은 용융물과 냉각수의 반응과정을 모사하고 분석하는 
유력한 방법 중의 하나이다. 미국의 위스콘신 대학에서 개발된 TEXAS-V 코드가 
이러한 방법을 사용하고 있으나, 1차원적이라는 점에서 2 또는 3차원적인 거동을 
분석하기에는 한계가 있다.  

 
2 차원적인 증기폭발 해석용 전산코드 개발의 첫 단계로서 

Lagrangian 입자와 주위유체와의 반응을 모사하는 Lagrangian 모사 독립 모듈인 
LeSiM 을 개발한 바 있다. 다음 단계는 이 모듈을 유체역학 코드에 삽입하여 
증기폭발 코드를 개발하는 것이다. 이 목표를 달성하기위하여 유체역학 코드로서 
K-FIX 를 선택하였고, 이 코드에 LeSiM 코드를 병합하여 Lagrangian 입자와 
유체와의 반응을 모사하는 코드를 LeFIX를 개발하였다. 

 
이 보고서에는 LeSiM 을 K-FIX 에 삽입하고 Lagrangian 입자와 유체와의 

반응을 적절히 모사할 수 있도록 수행된 개선작업을 수록하였다. 또한, 
예제계산을 위한 입력과 계산결과를 수록하였다. LeFIX 는 LeSiM 과 K-FIX 를 
병합한 것이기 때문에 LeFIX의 이해를 위해서는 이 보고서외 각 코드의 매뉴얼을 
참조하여야 할 것이다. 
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SUMMARY  
 

One technique or concept that is considered for the purpose of analyzing and 
simulating the process of fuel-coolant interaction is the implementation of the 
Lagrangian-Eulerian fields for the discrete molten fuel particles and the vapor-liquid 
coolant mixture. One example of the computer code that employs such technique is 
TEXAS-V.  Unfortunately, while TEXAS-V has been used with the different degree of 
success for many simulations, it has one distinct disadvantage in that it can be used for 
the one-dimensional system.  Therefore, it lacks the ability to describe the transient that 
occurs in the direction normal to its main direction.  Since the system of an actual 
interest is more possible to be two or three dimensions, the applicability of TEXAS-V is 
quite limited in this regard.  

The first stage in the development of LeSiM, the modules for simulating the 
movements of the Lagrangian particles and their interactions with the surrounding fluid, 
has been concluded.  The development is now moved to implement the developed 
modules with a fluid dynamic code.  For this purpose, the fluid dynamic code K-FIX 
was chosen.  The objectives at this stage are to verify the feasibility of extending the 
fluid dynamic code with LeSiM and to test the capability of the extended code, LeFIX, 
in simulating the interactions between the Lagrangian particles and the dynamic fluid. 

This report documents the information on the modification of K-FIX in order to 
accommodate the extension with LeSiM.  It also provides the sample input files for the 
calculation, the examples of the simulations and their results.  The manual is intended as 
the supplement on the manuals for K-FIX and LeSiM.  Therefore, it should be consulted 
together with these two volumes. 
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Symbols, Subscripts and Superscripts 
Unless it was stated otherwise, all the following definitions were to be used for 

all the symbols, subscripts and superscripts appeared in this manual. 

Symbols 
α volume fraction 
ar  acceleration 
A surface area 
C heat capacity 
D diameter, 
 characteristic length 
ε radiation emissivity 
gr  gravity 
h heat transfer coefficient 
hfg heat of boiling 
hsf heat of melting 
i internal energy 
Jc condensation rate 
Je evaporation rate 
k thermal conductivity 
κ thermal expansion coefficient 
 drag coefficient 
µ viscosity 
m mass of a particle 
M total mass 
M
r

 external momentum source 
n number of particles in a sub-group 
N total number of the particles 
π 3.141592654 
P pressure 
pr  momentum 

q heat flux 
Q extermal heat source 
ρ density 
r radial distance (cylindrical) 
R radius 
σ surface tension, 
 Stefan-Boltzman’s constant 
θ sweeping angle (cylindrical) 
t time 
∆t time step 
T temperature 
vr  velocity 

fgvr  relative velocity (liquid-vapor) 

relvr  relative velocity (particle-fluid) 
V volume 
x quality, 
 2nd axis distance (Cartesian) 
y 3rd axis distance (Cartesian) 
z 1st axis (vertical) distance 
Re Reynold number ( )vDρ µ  

Pr Prandtl number ( )C kµ  

We Weber number ( )2v Dρ σ  

 

Subscripts 
f liquid’s property 
g vapor’s property 
i index for the particle group 
j index for the particle sub-group 
mix binary fluid 
p particle’s property 

sat evaluated at the saturating point 
(fluid) 

solid evaluated at the melting point 
(particle) 

ref reference 

 

Subscripts 
* modified value 
[k] number of the simulation time step 
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Chapter I 

Introduction 
With the conclusion of the first stage in the development of LeSiM, Lagrangian 

extensible Simulation Modules, the next stage of the development has moved to its 
application with a fluid dynamic code.  The objectives of this stage are two folds.  First, 
the actual application with the fluid dynamic code shall prove the feasibility in which the 
LeSiM can be incorporated with a fluid dynamic code.  The second objective is that the 
fluid dynamic code extended with LeSiM will be used to perform the simulation on the 
interaction between the Lagrangian particles and the dynamic fluid. 

 

1.1 General Information on LeSiM 
LeSiM is an acronym for the Lagrangian extensible Simulation Modules.  It is a 

set of the numerical codes that can be used to simulate the movements of the particles 
through the fluid body, their interactions with the surrounding fluid and the effect of such 
interactions on the particles.  Even though LeSiM was originally designed to simulate the 
movements of the particles in full three dimensions, the reduction on the degree of the 
movements to two or even one degree is also possible.  In addition, the system of interest 
can be simulated with either the Cartesian coordinate or the cylindrical coordinate.  
However, due to the complication in tracking the movement of a particle, the Cartesian 
coordinate is always employed in calculating a particle’s movement even if the cylindrical 
coordinate is used to describe the system. 

The calculation on the movement of a particle is very straightforward.  The simple 
Newton’s second law of motion is used as the basis of this calculation.  A particle can be 
accelerated or decelerated and possibly changed its direction of movement due to the 
gravity and/or the drag force caused by its own motion with relative to the surrounding 
fluid medium. 

For the interaction with the surrounding fluid, a number of the empirical models 
are employed.  This is done in order to calculate the drag force exerted by the fluid on a 
particle, the rate in which a particle gives up its internal energy (and reduces its own 
temperature in the process) and the fraction in which the energy given up by a particles is 
partitioned to the binary fluid and to the containment.  In order to simulate the interaction 
between the molten fuel and the coolant, the models for the fragmentation process of a 
particle are also implemented. 

In order to improve the accuracy of the calculation in time domain without having 
to resort to the very small time step, the Runge-Kutta method is used for the calculation at 
each time step.  It must be noted that, while this method may allow for the accurate 
calculation with the moderate time step, the transient of the fluid can still prove to be 
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much more severe and that the much smaller time step may have to be used in the actual 
circumstance where the dynamic of the fluid must be taken into account. 

A number of the numerical correlations and concepts for the fragmentation process 
as used in LeSiM were borrowed from the numerical code called TEXAS-V[1].  However, 
the difference in the dimensional degrees and the employment of the group parameters of 
the particles dictates the algorithms and the models to be differently implemented.  The 
detail on this arrangement and their usage were discussed in LeSiM’s manual[3]. 

It must be again emphasized that LeSiM could not actually distinguish whether the 
medium surrounding the particle is actually a uniquely single-phase fluid or a mixture.  
Even though some criteria might be independently implemented in the applied models for 
the interactions, LeSiM mainly considers the average properties of the medium.  As a 
result, LeSiM is highly flexible in its implementation.  This compensated for its in-
exactness in modeling the multiphase medium. 

 

1.2 General Information on K-FIX 
K-FIX is a fluid dynamic code that employs a two-fluid model to simulate the 

transient two-dimensional, two-phase flow.   For the numerical calculation in K-FIX, the 
finite difference equations for the mass, momentum and the energy for each phase are 
solved.  The exchange in mass, momentum and energy between two phases of the fluid are 
implicitly defined in the equations, which allows for the more efficient calculation by 
considering the exchange process during the pressure iteration.   

The detailed description of the governing equations, both in the differential form and 
the finite difference form were given and discussed in the manual for K-FIX[2].  It must be 
mentioned, however, that the correlations for the heat transfer coefficient, the evaporation 
and condensation rate, the drag coefficient are not actually specified in K-FIX and it is up 
to the user to supply such correlations to the calculation. 

In extending K-FIX with LeSiM, some modifications on K-FIX must be performed.  
This is done in order to accommodate the presence of the particles in the system and to 
improve the numerical performance.  These modifications are discussed in the following 
chapter. 
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Chapter II 

Modified K-FIX 
In this chapter, the general theories and the various correlations used in the modified 

K-FIX are discussed.  The content of this chapter is based on the Section II of the manual 
for K-FIX[2].  The algorithm employed for the calculation is presented in detail in the 
manual for K-FIX[2] and will not be repeated.  

 

2.1 Non-Uniform Initial Condition 
 K-FIX was written originally to simulate the transient of the flow by a binary fluid.  
For the simulation, the fluid everywhere in the system was assumed to initially have the 
same property even though each phase of the fluid could be at the different temperature 
and could flow at the different velocity.  While this initial condition was adequate for the 
simulation of the flow, it is not suitable for the simulation of an FCI (Fuel-Coolant 
Interaction) process. 

 To accommodate the initial condition where the property of the fluid may not be 
uniformly distributed, the input file for K-FIX was modified.  The modified input file is 
named “lefixinp.dat.”  This input file contains all of the input parameters required for the 
original K-FIX and the additional parameters needed to specify the non-uniform condition 
and for the calculation of LeSiM.  The description of the parameters and the input file is 
fully discussed in Chapter IV and V.  In this chapter, the steps taken to introduce the non-
uniform initial condition to K-FIX are discussed.  Currently, only the pressure, the void 
fraction and the temperatures (liquid and vapor) are considered for the non-uniformity. 

 Originally, the initial condition was from the input file in the “main” subroutine 
using the data block “kfix2d.”  The “setup” subroutine then initialized the related 
parameters.  Figure 2.1 shows part of “setup” that was responsible for this process. 

To accommodate the non-uniform condition, “main” and “setup” were modified.  
For “main,” the modification was very simple as it was only for it to read the extra 
information.  Conceptually, the introduction of the non-uniformity was prepared in six 
following steps.  

1. The maps for the non-uniform condition were created.  The array parameters 
called pmap, thmap, tgmap and tlmap were prepared for the non-uniform 
pressure, void fraction, vapor temperature and liquid temperature. 

2. The assignment of the uniform condition was first assumed.  The uniform 
pressure, void fraction and temperatures were assigned to the maps. 
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3. The first non-uniformity was introduced to the top of the maps.  Every cell in this 
top part of the maps was assigned the same parameters in this step. 

4. The second non-uniformity was introduced to the bottom of the maps.  Similar to 
step 3, a single set of parameters (which can be different from the parameters 
used in step 3) was assigned to the bottom part of the maps. 

5. The different set of parameters was then assigned to the specific parts of the 
maps.  This introduced a very detailed non-uniform condition to the maps. 

6. The maps were then used to assign the actual parameters to set up the initial 
condition for the simulation. 

 
 
      SUBROUTINE SETUP                                                   KFIXCC 
        include 'gcom1.inc'  
        include 'gcom2.inc'  
 
  ... 
 
      DO 50 J=1,JB2                                                     PBC180 
      DO 50 I=1,IB2                                                     PBC181 
*PB.D.1696-1697-END                                                      
      IJ=I+(J-1)*IB2                                                     KFIXCC 
C     IF(FL(IJ).NE.1) GO TO 50                                           KFIXCC 
*PB.D.1699                                                               
      IF( (FL(IJ).NE.1).AND.(FL(IJ).NE.4).AND.(FL(IJ).NE.6) )GO TO 50   PBC182 
*PB.D.1699-END                                                           
      IF(ITD.GT.1) GO TO 45                                              KFIXCC 
      IPJ=IJ+1                                                          PERM1277 
      IJP=IJ+IB2                                                        PERM1277 
*PB.B.1701                                                               
      IF(I.EQ.IB2) IPJ = IJ                                             PBC183 
      IF(J.EQ.JB2) IJP = IJ                                             PBC184 
*PB.B.1701-END                                                           
      P(IJ)=PO                                                           KFIXCC 
      TG(IJ)=TEMPO                                                       KFIXCC 
      TH(IJ)=THO                                                         KFIXCC 
*I,KFIXCC.1714-BUB.BEG 
      IF(BUBTST) THEN 
      IF(I.EQ.2.AND.J.EQ.2) TH(IJ)=.001                                  BUBBLE 
      ENDIF 
*I,KFIXCC.1714-BUB.END 
      TL(IJ)=TEMPO                                                       KFIXCC 
CMK.R IF(FL(IPJ).NE.2.AND.FL(IPJ).NE.3) UG(IJ)=UL(IJ)=UO                PERM1277 
CMK.R IF(FL(IJP).NE.2.AND.FL(IJP).NE.3) VG(IJ)=VL(IJ)=VO                PERM1277 
      IF(FL(IPJ).NE.2.AND.FL(IPJ).NE.3) THEN 
        UG(IJ)=UO 
        UL(IJ)=UO 
      ENDIF 
      IF(FL(IJP).NE.2.AND.FL(IJP).NE.3) THEN 
        VG(IJ)=VO 
        VL(IJ)=VO 
      ENDIF 
 
  ... 
  
   50 CONTINUE                                                           KFIXCC 
 
  ... 
      return 
      end subroutine 
 

 
Figure 2.1  Original algorithm for assigning the uniform initial condition 

 
Figure 2.2 shows part of the subroutine “setup” that was modified to accommodate the 
non-uniform initial condition. 
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      SUBROUTINE SETUP                                                   KFIXCC 
        include 'gcom1.inc'  
        include 'gcom2.inc'  
 
  ... 
 
      real*8      thmap(ijb2), pmap(ijb2), tgmap(ijb2), tlmap(ijb2)      sun0001 
 
  ... 
 
      ! general initial condition for each cell 
      do 7500 i=1, ib2 
        do 7500 j=1, jb2 
          ij=i+(j-1)*ib2 
          pmap(ij)=po 
          tgmap(ij)=tempo 
          tlmap(ij)=tempo 
          thmap(ij)=tho 
 7500 continue 
      ! modified the initial conditions in the specific cells 
      if(ntop.gt.1) then             ! Modified from top to bottom 
        if(ntop.ge.jb2) ntop=jb2-1 
        ntop=ntop-1 
        do 7000 kk=1, ntop 
          j=jb2-kk 
          do 7000 i=2, ib2-1 
            ij=i+(j-1)*ib2 
            pmap(ij)=ptop 
            tgmap(ij)=tgtop 
            tlmap(ij)=tltop 
            thmap(ij)=thtop 
 7000   continue 
      endif 
      if(nbtm.gt.1) then             ! Modified from bottom to top 
        if(nbtm.gt.jb2) nbtm=jb2-1 
        nbtm=nbtm-1 
        do 7100 kk=1, nbtm 
          j=1+kk 
          do 7100 i=2, ib2-1  
            ij=i+(j-1)*ib2 
            pmap(ij)=pbtm 
            tgmap(ij)=tgbtm 
            tlmap(ij)=tlbtm 
            thmap(ij)=thbtm 
 7100   continue 
      endif 
      if(nspc.gt.0) then            ! Modified the specific cells 
        do 7200 kk=1, nspc 
          if((ispc(kk).gt.1).and.(ispc(kk).lt.ib2).and. 
     .       (jspc(kk).gt.1).and.(jspc(kk).lt.jb2)) then 
            ij=ispc(kk)+(jspc(kk)-1)*ib2 
            pmap(ij)=pspc 
            tgmap(ij)=tgspc 
            tlmap(ij)=tlspc 
            thmap(ij)=thspc 
          endif 
 7200   continue 
      endif 
 
C  ADDTIONS TO SUBROUTINE SETUP TO SET CONSTANT                          PBC177 
C  PRESSURE BOUNDARY CELL FLAGS                                          PBC178 
C                                                                        PBC179 
      DO 50 J=1,JB2                                                      PBC180 
        DO 50 I=1,IB2                                                    PBC181 
 
  ... 
 
           p(ij)=pmap(ij)                                                sun0001 
           tg(ij)=tgmap(ij)                                              sun0001 
           tl(ij)=tlmap(ij)                                              sun0001 
           th(ij)=thmap(ij)                                              sun0001 
 
  ... 
 
   50 CONTINUE                                                           KFIXCC 
 
  ... 
 
      RETURN                                                             KFIXCC 
      END                                                                KFIXCC 
 

Figure 2.2  Modified algorithm for assigning the non-uniform initial condition 
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As an example, the process for assigning the initial parameters from step 2 to step 5 can be 
graphically presented as in Figure 2.3.  
 

1st modification
(step 3)

Original
(step 2)

2nd modification
(step 4)

3rd modification
(step 5)

1st modification
(step 3)

Original
(step 2)
Original
(step 2)

2nd modification
(step 4)

3rd modification
(step 5)  

Figure 2.3  Assigning the initial parameters 

 

2.2 Modified Two-Fluid Model 
 Due to the presence of the particles in the system, the volume available to the fluid 
is reduced.  To accommodate for this effect, the volume fraction for the vapor and the 
liquid must be modified.  This is accomplished by introducing another parameter for the 
volume fraction of the particles.  The definition of the volume fraction of the particles is 

 cellp pV Vα =  (1) 

where Vp and Vcell are respectively the total volume of all the particles in a specific cell and 
the actual volume of that cell. 

With the above definition of the volume fraction for the particles, the effective volume 
fraction of the vapor is expressed as 

 

( )

*

cell

cell

cell cell

1

g
g

g p

p

g p

V
V

V V V
V V V

α

α α

=

⎛ ⎞ −⎛ ⎞
= ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟− ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠

= −

 (2) 

where Vg is the volume of the vapor in the given cell. 

Similarly, the effective volume fraction of the liquid is expressed as 
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( )( )

*

cell

cell cell

cell cell

1 1

f
f

p g p

p

g p

V
V

V V V V V
V V V

α

α α

=

⎛ ⎞− − −⎛ ⎞
= ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟− ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠

= − −

 (4). 

With the above definitions, the effective densities for the vapor and the liquid are 
respectively defines as 

 * *
g g gρ α ρ=  (5) 

and * *
f f fρ α ρ=  (6). 

The following equations are the equations that describe the modified two-fluid model and 
must be solved. 
 

Vapor Phase 
 

 continuity equation 

 * *
g g e cJ J

t
ρ ρ∂

+ ∇ • = −
∂

r
 (7) 

 momentum equation 

 
( )* * *

*

g g g g g g f g

e f c g g gg

v v v P v v
t

J v J v M

ρ ρ α κ

α σ

∂
+ ∇ • = − ∇ + − +

∂
− + ∇ • +

r rr r r r r

r rr r
 (8) 

 energy equation   

 ( ) ( )

( ) ( )

* * * *

2 *

* *

1
2

g g g g g g g g

e c f g e c fg

f g g g g g g gg

u u v P v
t t

J J v v J J h

h T T v k T Q

ρ ρ α α

κ

α σ α

∂ ∂⎛ ⎞+ ∇ • = − + ∇ • +⎜ ⎟∂ ∂⎝ ⎠
⎡ ⎤+ + − + − +⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

− + •∇ + ∇ • ∇ +

r rr r

r r r r

r r rr

 (9) 

 
Liquid Phase 
 

 continuity equation 

 * *
f f e cJ J

t
ρ ρ∂

+ ∇ • = − +
∂

r
 (10) 

 momentum equation 

 
( )* * *

*

f f f f f f f g

e f c g f ff

v v v P v v
t

J v J v M

ρ ρ α κ

α σ

∂
+ ∇ • = − ∇ − − −

∂
+ + ∇ • +

r rr r r r r

r rr r
 (11) 
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 energy equation  

 
( )

( ) ( )

* * * * *

* *

f f f f f f f f e c fg

f g f f f f f ff

u u v P v J J h
t t

h T T v k T Q

ρ ρ α α

α σ α

∂ ∂⎛ ⎞+ ∇ • = − + ∇ • − − −⎜ ⎟∂ ∂⎝ ⎠

− + •∇ + ∇ • ∇ +

r rr r

r r rr
 (12) 

 
 For the calculation of the viscous stress tensor, 

g
σ  and 

f
σ , the following expressions 

are used for calculating the two-dimensional cylindrical coordinate stress tensor in phase j 
fluid. 
 

 ( ) 12 r
rr r zj

j

v rv v
r r r z

σ µ λ⎡ ⎤∂ ∂ ∂⎛ ⎞= + +⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥∂ ∂ ∂⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
 (13) 

 

 ( )rz z rj
j

v v
r z

σ µ⎡ ⎤∂ ∂⎛ ⎞= +⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥∂ ∂⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
 (14) 

 

 ( ) 12 z
zz r zj

j

v rv v
z r r z

σ µ λ⎡ ⎤∂ ∂ ∂⎛ ⎞= + +⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥∂ ∂ ∂⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
 (15) 

 

 ( ) 12 r
r zj

j

v rv v
r r r zθθσ µ λ⎡ ⎤∂ ∂⎛ ⎞= + +⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥∂ ∂⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦

 (16) 

For equation 9 and 12, *
fgh  is the effective heat for phase transition.  Currently, it is 

estimated based on the difference in the internal energy of the vapor phase and the liquid 
phase, i.e., 

 *
fg g fh i i−  (17). 

In general, this should be calculated based on the enthalpy.  However, the internal energy 
is used because of its simplicity.  Since the product of the pressure times the specific 
volume is generally an order of magnitude or smaller than that of the internal energy, 
neglecting its effect should not have much effect on the calculation.  For the next stage of 
the development, however, the calculation based on the enthalpy should be implemented. 

 

2.3 Evaporation and Condensation 
 The evaporation and condensation are the processes in which the mass is 
exchanged between two phases of the fluid.  In an actual calculation, only the net effect of 
the evaporation and the consideration is considered.  Therefore, only the evaporation rate 
(Je) or the condensation rate (Jc) can have a positive value and the other will be set to zero.  
To calculate the evaporation (condensation) rate, the rate in which the heat is transferred to 
the liquid-vapor interface from the vapor side (qg) and the rate in which the heat is 
transferred from that interface on the liquid side (qf) must be calculated.  The detail on the 



 

 

 

9 
 

 

calculation of these heat transfer rates is deferred to the later section.  Suppose that the 
heat transfer rates have been calculated, the evaporation (condensation) rate is estimated 
from the difference in the heat transfer rates as 

 
( )

* if 0

0

g f
e

g ffg

c

q q
J

q qh

J

⎫−
⎪=

− ≥⎬
⎪

= ⎭

 (18) 

or 

 ( )
*

0

if 0
e

g f g f
c

fg

J

q q q q
J

h

= ⎫
⎪

− − <⎬
= − ⎪

⎭

 (19). 

 The condensation rate and the evaporation rate, together with the heat transfer 
coefficients, are calculated in subroutine “boil.” 

2.4 Drag Coefficients 
 The momentum transfer between two phases of the fluid is considered due to the 
drag at their interface.  In general, the drag on the vapor phase is defined as 

 ( )g g fF v vκ= − −
r r r  (20). 

Vice versa, the drag on the liquid phase is 

 ( )f f gF v vκ= − −
r r r  (21). 

The task is to obtain the numerical value of κ, the drag coefficient. 

 In order to obtain the numerical value of κ, the correlations as used in TEXAS-V 
are implemented.  Two correlations for the drag coefficient are used according the 
schematic flow at the cell of interest.  Assume that vfg is the magnitude of the relative 
velocity between the liquid and the vapor phase, these correlations are expressed as 
followed.  

 Bubbly Flow 

 
( )2.7

0.443
4 1

f fg g

g g

v
D

ρ α
κ

α
=

−
 (22) 

 Droplet flow 

 
( )

2.7

0.44 13
4

gg fg

f g

v
D

αρ
κ

α

−
=  (23) 
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The criterion that differentiated the flow scheme is the void fraction.  If the void fraction 
in a cell is higher than the given criterion, the flow is considered the droplet flow.  
Otherwise, it is the bubbly flow.  It should be noted that, for these expressions, αg  is the 
void fraction as related to the volume of the fluid (not the effective void fraction that is 
related to the volume of the cell). 

The parameters Df and Dg that appear in the above equations are the average 
diameters of the droplets and the bubbles expected in the flow and are calculated based on 
the critical Weber number, *We .  The expressions for these diameters are given below. 

Bubble * 2We g g fg g fv Dα ρ σ=  (24) 

Droplet  ( )* 2We 1 g f fg f fv Dα ρ σ= −  (25) 

The drag coefficients are calculated in subroutine “kdrags.” 

2.5 Liquid-Vapor Heat Transfer 
 In calculating the heat transfer process, it is postulated (as mentioned in the section 
on the evaporation and the condensation) that the heat is mainly transferred between each 
phase of the fluid to the interface.  To calculate the heat transfer rate, the heat flux ( q′′ ) 
and the heat transfer area per unit volume (A) must be specified.  It must be noted that the 
unit of the heat transfer rate, the heat flux and the heat transfer area per unit volume are 
respectively W/m3, W/m2 and m-1.  The relation between the heat transfer rate the heat flux 
and the heat transfer area per unit volume is written as 

 q q A′′=  (26). 

 To calculate the heat transfer area per unit volume, the size of the bubbles (if it is 
bubbly flow) or the droplets (if it is the droplet flow) is very crucial.  Assume that j is the 
type of flow, the heat transfer area per unit volume of the fluid is calculated as 

  ( )
( )

2
3 6

1 6

j
j

jg f
j

g f p g f

p j j

V
D

DV V
A

V V V V V

D

π
π

α α

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎛ ⎞+ ⎝ ⎠= ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟+ + +⎝ ⎠

= −

 (27). 

 For the heat flux from the vapor to the liquid-vapor interface (qg) and the heat flux 
from the interface to the liquid (qf), the expression in the form of Newton’s law of cooling 
is used.  Both heat fluxes can be written as 

  ( )g gi g sq h T T= −  (28) 

and  ( )f if s fq h T T= −  (29). 

In the above equations, hgi and hif are the heat transfer coefficients for the heat transfer 
from the vapor to the liquid-vapor interface and for the heat transfer from the interface to 
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the liquid.  The following correlations are used to calculate the heat transfer coefficients 
for the cases of the bubbly and the droplet flow. 

 Bubbly Flow  

  g
gi gi

g

k
h c

D
=  (28) 

  
( )0.52 0.6 Pr Ref f f

if
g

k
h

D

+
=  (29) 

 Droplet Flow 

  
( )0.52 0.6 Pr Reg g g

gi
f

k
h

D

+
=  (30) 

  f
if if

f

k
h c

D
=  (31) 

The parameter cgi and cif are the constants that respectively describe the effectiveness of 
the conduction across the bubbles and the droplets.  As in TEXAS-V, the value of 10 is 
assumed in the modified K-FIX for these two constants. 

 For the above correlations, Prj and Rej are the Prandtl and the Reynold number of 
phase j of the fluid.  They are calculated based on the properties of each particular phase 
and its volume fraction (not effective volume fraction) as 

  ( )Prj p j
c kα µ=  (32) 

and  Re fg
j

j

v Dαρ
µ

⎛ ⎞
= ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
 (33). 

 Based on the calculated heat fluxes (equation 28-31), the heat transfer area per unit 
volume (equation 27) and the condensation (or evaporation) rate (equation 18 or 19), the 
effective heat transfer coefficient (h, with the unit of W/m3K) can be calculated as, if the 
process is the condensation, 

  ( )*
C fg f gh J h T T= −  (34) 

and, if the process is the evaporation, 

  ( )*
e fg f gh J h T T= −  (35). 

It should be noted that the relations as just mentioned above implies that the heat transfer 
between the vapor and the liquid is totally used in the vaporization and/or the 
condensation.  No direct heating of the liquid by the vapor or the cooling of the vapor by 
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the liquid is considered.  Such effect is inherently taken care by the processes of solving 
the conservation equations.  The relations also presumed that there is the temperature 
difference between the liquid and the vapor.  A consideration must be taken for the case in 
which they are equal.  

 The heat transfer coefficients, together with the condensation rate and the 
evaporation rate, are calculated in subroutine “boil.” 

2.6 Equations of States 
 In the original K-FIX, the liquid phase is presumed incompressible.  Therefore, the 
calculation for pressure is based on transient of the void fraction.  This presents a problem 
if the simulation is conducted for the case where the void fraction is very low.  To ease 
this constraint, a simple linear function that describes the variation in density of the liquid 
phase is introduced.  For the liquid and the vapor, the functions that relate the density and 
the internal energy to the pressure and the temperature constitute the equations of states 
for the system.  Summarily, these functions are expressed as shown in the following list. 

Liquid Phase 

 
( )0

0
f f

f f
vf

u u
T T

C
−

= +  (36) 

 ( )0 0f f f P Pρ ρ γ= + −  (37) 

Vapor Phase 

 
( )0

0
g g

g g
vg

u u
T T

C
−

= +  (38) 

 g
g g

P
R T

ρ =  (39) 

These equations of states were originally described for K-FIX in subroutine “eosg” and 
“eosl.”  After the subsequent modifications, however, the densities of the liquid and the 
vapor are now defined in function “rho_f” and “rho_g.”  
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Chapter III 

LeSiM extended K-FIX 
 In general, the effects from the presence of the Lagrangian particles in the system 
as experience by the fluid can be classified in to  three groups, the reduction in volume, 
the addition of the momentum and the addition of the heat.  In this chapter, the procedure 
taken to handle these effects and its limitation are discussed. 

 

3.1 Effective Volume Fraction for Fluid 
 As already stated in the previous chapter on the need to modify the two-fluid 
model in order the calculate the transient of the fluid, the volume of the fluid must be 
adjusted to accommodate for the presence of the Lagrangian particles in the system.  To 
extend K-FIX with LeSiM, the particle volume fraction in a particularly given volumetric 
cell is calculated by LeSiM.  When the calculation by LeSiM is completed, it is 
transferred back to K-FIX, together with the information on the momentum and heat 
given up by the particles, for further process. 

 In practice, the extended K-FIX actually calculates the effective volume fraction 
for fluid, αC, which is simply defined as 

 ( )1C Pα α= −  (40). 

This effective volume fraction for fluid is used instead of the particle volume fraction 
through out the extended K-FIX to calculate the effective volume fractions of the liquid 
and the vapor.  It is indicated as th_c in the programming.  Figure 3.1 shows the content in 
subroutine “put_par” where the parameters are assigned. Figure 3.1 shows the content in 
subroutine “put_par” where the parameters are assigned back for the calculation by K-
FIX.  For comparison, figure 3.2 also shows subroutine “get_par,” which passes the 
information to LeSiM for further calculation on the particles. 

 

3.2 External Momentum Source 
 The lost of momentum experienced by the particles due to the drag while they are 
moving through the fluid is calculated separately by LeSiM.  By comparing the 
momentum of the particles before and after the calculation, the net momentum gained or 
lost by the fluid can then be summarized.  The difference in the net momentum before and 
after the calculation is divided by the time step and the volume of the cell.  The result of 
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this calculation is used as the external momentum source per unit volume of the cell for 
the fluid, M

r
. 

However, as LeSiM treats the drag by the fluid as if it is single phased, it cannot 
distinguish the fraction of the particles’ momentum that is lost to the liquid and the vapor.  
In order to obtain the volumetric external momentum source for the liquid and the vapor, 
an assumption is made that such fraction can be approximated by the volume fraction of 
each phase as compared to the fluid (not the effective volume fraction).  Therefore, the 
volumetric external momentum source for the liquid and the vapor are described as 

 
( )1

f f

g

M M

M

α

α

=

= −

r r

r  (41) 

and 

 g gM Mα=
r r

 (42). 

In the programming of the extended K-FIX, the parameters called m1_f, m2_f, 
m1_g and m2_g are used for the volumetric external momentum sources along the radial 
and the vertical directions for the liquid and the vapor respectively.  Figure 3.1 shows the 
content in subroutine “put_par” where the parameters are assigned.  Figure 3.2 also is 
given to show subroutine “get_par,” which passes the parameters received from the 
calculation by K-FIX to LeSiM for the calculation on the particles. 

 

3.3 External Heat Source 
Similar to the volumetric external momentum source, the volumetric external heat 

source is calculated based on the sum of the difference in the internal energy of each 
particle before and after the calculation by LeSiM.  When the summation on the difference 
in the internal energy from each particle in a specific cell is divided by the size of the time 
step and the volume of such cell, the external source is obtained.  However, unlike the 
case of the momentum transfer, LeSiM already considers the heat transfer to each phase of 
the fluid and, therefore, readily provides the volumetric external heat sources to the vapor 
Sg and to the liquid Sf.  

In the programming of the extended K-FIX, the parameters called hs_f and hs_g 
are used for the volumetric external heat sources for the liquid and the vapor respectively.  
Figure 3.1 shows the content in subroutine “put_par” where the parameters are assigned.  
For comparison, figure 3.2 also shows subroutine “get_par,” which passes the parameters 
received from the calculation by K-FIX to LeSiM so that the process on the part of the 
particles can be performed. 
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      subroutine put_par 
 
      include 'gcom1.inc'  
      include 'gcom2.inc' 
      include "lesim.inc" 
 
      integer icell, jcell 
      real*8  voltime, ang, angle, mt_r 
 
      do 7899, icell=1, ijb2 
        th_c(icell)=1.0 
        hs_g(icell)=0.0 
        hs_f(icell)=0.0 
        m1_f(icell)=0.0 
        m1_g(icell)=0.0 
        m2_f(icell)=0.0 
        m2_g(icell)=0.0 
 7899 enddo 
 
      do 7900, icell=1, s_ncll 
        jcell=s2f(icell) 
        voltime=s_cell(icell,14)*s_dt 
        th_c(jcell)=1.0-s_cell(icell,7) 
        hs_f(jcell)=s_liqd(icell,18)/voltime  
        hs_g(jcell)=s_vapr(icell,18)/voltime  
        m2_f(jcell)=s_liqd(icell,17)*s_cell(icell,11)/voltime 
        m2_g(jcell)=s_vapr(icell,17)*s_cell(icell,11)/voltime 
        if(icoord.eq.0) then 
          m1_f(jcell)=s_liqd(icell,17)*s_cell(icell,12)/voltime 
          m1_g(jcell)=s_vapr(icell,17)*s_cell(icell,12)/voltime 
        else 
          ang=angle(-icell) 
          mt_r=s_cell(icell,12)*cos(ang)+s_cell(icell,13)*sin(ang) 
          m1_f(jcell)=s_liqd(icell,17)*mt_r/voltime 
          m1_g(jcell)=s_vapr(icell,17)*mt_r/voltime 
        endif 
 
 7900 enddo 
 
      end subroutine 
 
 

 
Figure 3.1 Subroutine “put_par” 
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      subroutine get_par 
 
      include 'gcom1.inc'  
      include 'gcom2.inc' 
      include 'lesim.inc' 
 
      integer icell, jcell, ijcll, ijcl2 
 
      if(first_run) then         
        dim123=3                 
        icell=0 
        jcell=0 
        ijcll=0 
        ijcl2=0 
        icoord=itc  
        s_flw=xcfg(2) 
        s_ncll=0   
        s_dt=dt  
        s_tmmx=tstop  
        s_dtp=tpr     
        if((s_nprt.eq.1).and.(s_auto.gt.0)) then 
          s_nprt=s_auto 
          do 7700, icell=1, s_auto 
            s_dtinj(icell)=s_dtinj(1) 
            do 7710, jcell=1, s_mprp 
               s_part(icell,jcell)=s_part(1,jcell) 
 7710       enddo 
 7700     enddo 
        endif 
        do 7000, icell=1, ib2-2 
          do 7050, jcell=1, jb2-2 
            ijcl2=(icell+1)+jcell*ib2 
            if(fl(ijcl2).eq.1) then 
              s_ncll=s_ncll+1  
              ijcll=(jcell-1)*(ib2-2)+icell 
              s2f(ijcll)=ijcl2  
              s_cell(ijcll, 1)=dz*(jcell-0.5) 
              s_cell(ijcll, 2)=dr*(icell-0.5) 
              s_cell(ijcll, 3)=xpi          
              s_cell(ijcll, 4)=dz           
              s_cell(ijcll, 5)=dr           
              if(icoord.eq.0) then   
                s_cell(ijcll,6)=1.0 
              else 
                s_cell(ijcll,6)=2.0*xpi 
              endif 
              s_cell(ijcll, 7)=0.0   
              s_cell(ijcll, 8)=grav  
              s_cell(ijcll, 9)=0.0 
              s_cell(ijcll,10)=0.0 
              s_cell(ijcll,11)=0.0 
              s_cell(ijcll,12)=0.0 
              s_cell(ijcll,13)=0.0 
              s_cell(ijcll,14)=0.0 
              s_cell(ijcll,15)=0.0 
              s_cell(ijcll,16)=xcfg(28) 
              s_cell(ijcll,17)=0.0    
              if(icell.eq.1) then 
                if(icoord.eq.0) s_cell(ijcll,17)=tempotl 
              else if(icell.eq.ib2-2) then 
                s_cell(ijcll,17)=tempotr           
              else if(jcell.eq.1) then 
                s_cell(ijcll,17)=tempotb        
              else if(jcell.eq.jb2-2) then 
                s_cell(ijcll,17)=tempott        
              endif 
 

 
Figure 3.2  Subroutine “get_par” 
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            endif 
 7050     enddo                                            
 7000   enddo 
      endif 
 
      do 7200, icell=1, s_ncll   
        jcell=s2f(icell) 
 
        s_liqd(icell, 4)=vl(jcell)   
        s_liqd(icell, 5)=ul(jcell)   
        s_liqd(icell, 8)=1.0-th(jcell) 
        s_liqd(icell, 7)=rho_f(jcell)  
        s_liqd(icell, 9)=kapl(jcell)   
        s_liqd(icell,10)=cl(jcell)     
        s_liqd(icell,11)=tl(jcell)     
        s_liqd(icell,12)=ts(jcell)     
        s_liqd(icell,13)=lheat(jcell)  
        s_liqd(icell,14)=p(jcell)      
        s_liqd(icell,15)=mul(jcell)    
        s_liqd(icell,16)=xcfg(29)      
        s_liqd(icell,17)=0.0          
        s_liqd(icell,18)=0.0          
        s_liqd(icell,19)=xcfg(30)     
        s_liqd(icell,20)=xcfg(12)     
        s_liqd(icell,21)=xcfg(32)     
                                   
        s_vapr(icell, 4)=vg(jcell) 
        s_vapr(icell, 5)=ug(jcell) 
        s_vapr(icell, 8)=th(jcell) 
        s_vapr(icell, 7)=rho_g(jcell)                   
        s_vapr(icell, 9)=kapg(jcell) 
        s_vapr(icell,10)=cg(jcell)   
        s_vapr(icell,11)=tg(jcell)   
        s_vapr(icell,12)=ts(jcell)   
        s_vapr(icell,13)=lheat(jcell)   
        s_vapr(icell,14)=p(jcell)       
        s_vapr(icell,15)=mug(jcell)     
        s_vapr(icell,16)=xcfg(29)       
        s_vapr(icell,17)=0.0           
        s_vapr(icell,18)=0.0           
        s_vapr(icell,19)=xcfg(31)      
        s_vapr(icell,20)=xcfg(12)      
        s_vapr(icell,21)=0.0          
 7200 enddo 

 
      end subroutine 
 

 
Figure 3.2 (cont.) Subroutine “get_par” 
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3.4 Limitation on the Simulation 
 For simplicity, the implementation of the external sources (heat and momentum) is 
performed separately from the iteration loop.  Subroutine “extsrc” is used for this purpose.  
Figure 3.3 shows the content of this subroutine.  Subroutine “extsrc” is called by 
subroutine “prog,” which K-FIX uses mainly for controlling the simulation process.  The 
call is done immediately after the interface with LeSiM (through subroutine “portal” 
supplied by LeSiM) is finished and just before the iteration process is computed.  Figure 
3.4 shows part of “prog” subroutine that is responsible for this process after the inclusion 
of “extsrc.” 
 

 
      subroutine extsrc    
 
         ! This subroutine add the external effect directly to each phase 
 
      include 'gcom1.inc'  
      include 'gcom2.inc'  
 
      integer ij 
      logical chk_time 
 
      real*8 ssl, ssg 
 
      do 1000 ij=1, ijb2 
        if(fl(ij).eq.1) then 
 
          if(rgp(ij).gt.0.0) then    !if vapor exist, add external source to vapor 
            ug(ij)=m1_g(ij)/rgp(ij)*dt+ug(ij) 
            vg(ij)=m2_g(ij)/rgp(ij)*dt+vg(ij) 
            sieg(ij)=hs_g(ij)/rgp(ij)*dt+sieg(ij) 
          else                       !if not, add to liquid 
            ul(ij)=m1_g(ij)/rlp(ij)*dt+ul(ij) 
            vl(ij)=m2_g(ij)/rlp(ij)*dt+vl(ij) 
            siel(ij)=hs_g(ij)/rlp(ij)*dt+siel(ij) 
          endif 
          if(rlp(ij).gt.0.0) then    !if liquid exist, add external source to liquid 
            ul(ij)=m1_f(ij)/rlp(ij)*dt+ul(ij) 
            vl(ij)=m2_f(ij)/rlp(ij)*dt+vl(ij) 
            siel(ij)=hs_f(ij)/rlp(ij)*dt+siel(ij) 
          else                       !if not, add to vapor 
            ug(ij)=m1_f(ij)/rgp(ij)*dt+ug(ij) 
            vg(ij)=m2_f(ij)/rgp(ij)*dt+vg(ij) 
            sieg(ij)=hs_f(ij)/rgp(ij)*dt+sieg(ij) 
          endif 
 
          call eosl(1,1,2) 
          call eosg(1,1,2) 
        endif 
 1000 enddo 
 
      end subroutine 

 
 

Figure 3.3  Subroutine “extsrc” 
 

Since the calculation on the effect of the particles is done separately from the 
calculation on the fluid.  As a result, the calculation on a whole can be quite unstable.  
This is especially quite serious when the interactions between the particles and the fluid 
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become numerous and energetic.  For the time being, this effect was handled by reducing 
the size of the time step and by relaxing the criteria in which the convergence of the 
simulation is checked.  The steps taken allows the simulation to proceed for the given 
period but at the expense of increasing the time required for the calculation and at the risk 
of obtaining the wrong solution.  It is, therefore, necessary to always test for the validity 
and the convergence of the calculation.  The simplest method that can be employed is by 
repeating the same calculation with half the time step in order to see if the similar result is 
obtained.  The parametric test on various criteria should also be considered in this regard. 
 

 
      SUBROUTINE PROG(GFINT)                                              
        include 'gcom1.inc'  
        include 'gcom2.inc' 
        include 'lesim.inc' 
 
  . . . 
 
          CALL EOSL(1,1,2) ! get C, T, rho and 1/sound speed^2 (liquid)  KFIXCC 
          CALL TRANS       ! get transport properties                    KFIXCC 
   10 CONTINUE                                                           KFIXCC          
      
      if(first_call) xcfg(100)=0.0                                        
 
c ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c ***************************************************************************** 
c ******************  Begin the implementation of LeSiM  ********************** 
c ***************************************************************************** 
c ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
      call portal(first_call,.false.,time)   ! pass the control to LeSiM  
 
      if(first_call) first_call=.false.      ! Reset the first_call condition 
 
c ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c ***************************************************************************** 
c ******************** End the implementation of LeSiM ************************ 
c ***************************************************************************** 
c ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                          
C                                                                        KFIXCC 
C     SET BOUNDARY AND  OBSTACLE CELLS                                   KFIXCC 
C                                                                        KFIXCC 
      CALL BDRY                                                          KFIXCC 
 
      goto 7000    ! Go to the section that prints the reports           sun0001 
 8000 continue     ! Back from printing the reports                      sun0001 
 
      IF(TIME+.1*DT.GE.TSTOP) GO TO 480  ! *** END THE CALCULATION ***   KFIXCC 
      call extsrc  ! add the momentum and the heat sources               sun0001 
      CALL TILDE   ! calculate the tilded momenta                        KFIXCC 
      CALL BETAS   ! get the coefficients needed for the iteration       KFIXCC 
      CALL ITER    ! iterately solve mass, momentum and energy eqs       KFIXCC 
      CALL ICONV   ! update thermodynamic properties                     KFIXCC 
      call postprc ! Post process after finish all the calculation       sun0001 
 
  . . . 
 
      end 

 
 

Figure 3.3  Part of subroutine “prog” for the extension with LeSiM 
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Chapter IV 

Definitions of Variables 
 

 This chapter discusses the parameters additionally declared for the LeSiM 
extended K-FIX.  These parameters are declared in two header files, “lesim.inc” and 
“gcom3.inc.” 
 
 
4.1 Parameters in “lesim.inc” 
 This header file is essentially the same as “particle.inc” that is prepared for LeSiM.  
However, as LeSiM is written in Fortran90 while K-FIX is of Fortran77, including 
“particle.inc” with K-FIX directly is impossible.  Therefore, the version of “particle.inc” 
in Fortran77 was written.  The header file “particle.inc” is that version.  Figure 4.1 shows 
the content of “lesim.inc.”  The user is suggested to consult the manual for LeSiM for the 
definition of each parameter set in “lesim.inc.” 

 
 
      integer   s_mprt,s_mcll,s_mprp,s_mprf,s_mprc,s_mf,s_nf 
 
      parameter (s_mprt=2000,s_mcll=1000,s_mprp=50,s_mprf=50, 
     .           s_mprc=50,s_mf=30,s_nf=11) 
 
      real*8  s_part(s_mprt,s_mprp), s_par0(s_mprt,s_mprp) 
      real*8  s_cell(s_mcll,s_mprc), s_liqd(s_mcll,s_mprf) 
      real*8  s_vapr(s_mcll,s_mprf) 
      real*8  xpi, s_time, s_dt, s_tmpr, s_dtp 
      real*8  s_tmmx, s_flw, s_tmpr2 
      real*8  s_wep, s_khth, s_khef 
      integer s_nprt, s_ncll, icoord, dim123, pcfrct 
      integer s_fil(s_mf) 
      logical first_run, stand_alone 
 
      common /s_cmnp/ s_nprt, s_part, s_par0 
      common /s_cmnc/ s_ncll, s_cell, s_liqd, s_vapr 
      common /s_cmnx/ xpi, icoord, dim123, s_time, s_dt, 
     .                s_tmmx, s_dtp, s_tmpr, 
     .                s_flw, s_tmpr2, first_run, stand_alone 
      common /s_cmnf/ s_fil, s_wep, s_khth, s_khef 
 
      integer s_ainj                
      real*8  s_dtinj(s_mprt) 
      integer s_hfsim    
      integer s_njct    
      real*8  s_tinj    
 
      common /testprp/ s_ainj,s_dtinj,s_hfsim,s_njct,s_tinj 
 

 
Figure 4.1  Content of “lesim.inc” 
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4.2 Parameters in “gcom3.inc” 
 The parameters in this header file are for the modification in K-FIX to handle the 
effect of the particles as obtained from LeSiM.  The content of this file is as shown in 
Figure 4.2. 
 

 
      dimension ktapes(10) 
      dimension xcfg(100) 
 
      real*8    ptop,tgtop,tltop,thtop 
      real*8    pbtm,tgbtm,tlbtm,thbtm 
      real*8    pspc,tgspc,tlspc,thspc 
 
      real*8    th_c(ijb2), hs_f(ijb2), hs_g(ijb2), ecrt(ijb2) 
      real*8    m1_f(ijb2), m2_f(ijb2), m1_g(ijb2), m2_g(ijb2) 
      real*8    dpit(ijb2), tgn(ijb2),  tln(ijb2),  pn(ijb2) 
      real*8    uln(ijb2),  ugn(ijb2),  vln(ijb2),  vgn(ijb2) 
      real*8    tsn(ijb2) 
      logical   cvg(ijb2) 
    
      integer   ntop,      nbtm,       nspc,       s_auto  
      integer   s2f(ijb2), ispc(ijb2), jspc(ijb2)      
 
      logical   dbg_flg  
 
      common    /sunfix1/ dbg_flg, 
     .                    it2prn, ktapes,  xcfg,    tpr2, 
     .                    f2s,    s2f,     s_auto, 
     .                    ntop,   ptop,    tgtop,   tltop,    thtop, 
     .                    nbtm,   pbtm,    tgbtm,   tlbtm,    thbtm, 
     .                    nspc,   pspc,    tgspc,   tlspc,    thspc, 
     .                    ispc,   jspc,    th_c,    hs_f,     hs_g, 
     .                    m1_f,   m2_f,    m1_g,    m2_g,     dpit, 
     .                    cvg,    uln,     vln,     ugn,      vgn, 
     .                    pn,     tln,     tgn,     ecrt,     tsn 
 

 
Figure 4.2  Content of “gcom3.inc” 

 
The following list gives the definition of the parameters that appear in “gcom3.inc.” 

 cvg This logical typed array marks the cells that fail to converge during the 
first attempted iteration process.  The second attempt will be limited on 
the cells that failed in the first try. 

 dbg_flg  This is the parameter to be set for the debugging process.  At various 
points in the program, if this parameter is set, the program will pause 
for the programmer to check the immediate result.  It has no specific 
use for the simulation. 

 ktapes This is the array that give the names the output files.  There are two sets 
of the output files to be considered.  One set is for the results generated 
by K-FIX and the other set that is generated by LeSiM. 

 dpit This criteria checks the convergence during the iteration for pressure by 
considering whether the pressure difference is below the given this 
value.  Original K-FIX checked the convergence by considering only 
the change in density (vapor or liquid, depending on the void fraction).  
This was considered too rigid when LeSiM was implemented.  The 
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checking on the pressure is included in case the checking in density 
fails to produce the result. 

 ecrt The array that keeps the evaporation rate (value is positive) or the 
condensation rate (value is negative). 

 hs_f The array that describes the external heat fluxes for the liquid phase 
fluid due to the heat transferred from the particles. 

 hs_g  The array that describes the external heat fluxes for the vapor phase 
fluid due to the heat transferred from the particles. 

 ispc This array specifies the radial positions (or X direction, if the Cartesian 
frame is used) of the cells in which the initial condition must be 
modified.  It is used together with nspc. 

 jspc      This array specifies the vertical positions of the cells in which the initial 
condition must be modified.  It is used together with nspc. 

 m1_f The external source for the momentum along the radial direction 
(cylindrical frame) or the X axis (Cartesian frame) for the liquid phase 
due to the momentum transferred from the particles.  

 m1_g  The external source for the momentum along the radial direction 
(cylindrical frame) or the X axis (Cartesian frame) for the vapor phase 
due to the momentum transferred from the particles 

 m2_f  The external source for the momentum along the vertical direction for 
the liquid phase due to the momentum transferred from the particles 

 m2_g  The external source for the momentum along the vertical direction for 
the vapor phase due to the momentum transferred from the particles 

 nbtm  This parameter indicates the number of rows of cells from the bottom in 
which the initial values (pressure, void fraction, liquid temperature and 
vapor temperature) are to be modified. 

 nspc  This parameter indicates the number of the specific cells in which the 
initial values (pressure, void fraction, liquid temperature and vapor 
temperature) are to be modified. 

 ntop This parameter indicates the number of rows of cells from the top in 
which the initial values (pressure, void fraction, liquid temperature and 
vapor temperature) are to be modified. 

 pbtm The pressure to be assigned for the bottom part of the system.  It is used 
for the non-uniform configuration during the initialization of the system. 

 pn  This array memorizes the pressure at the previous time step.  It is used 
in case the iteration fails at the first attempt and is tried again with the 
more relaxed criteria. 

 pspc The pressure to be assigned for the specifically given cell in the system.  
It is used for the non-uniform configuration during the initialization of 
the system. 

 ptop The pressure to be assigned for the top part of the system.  It is used for 
the non-uniform configuration during the initialization of the system. 

 s_auto This parameter is used in case the particles to be injected are all 
identical.  With s_auto being an integer with the value of more than 
unity, that number of particles with identical properties and conditions 
are duplicated and accordingly injected. 
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 s2f This is the indexing array that maps the volumetric cells used by 
LeSiM (which may have no specific order) to that of K-FIX (which are 
arranged radially and then vertically). 

 tgbtm The temperature of the vapor to be assigned for the bottom part of the 
system.  It is used for the non-uniform configuration during the 
initialization of the system. 

 tgn This array memorizes the temperature of the vapor at the previous time 
step.  It is used in case the iteration fails at the first attempt and is tried 
again with the more relaxed criteria. 

 tgspc The temperature of the vapor to be assigned for the specifically given 
cell in the system.  It is used for the non-uniform configuration during 
the initialization of the system. 

 tgtop  The temperature of the vapor to be assigned for the top part of the 
system.  It is used for the non-uniform configuration during the 
initialization of the system. 

 thbtm  The void fraction to be assigned for the bottom part of the system.  It is 
used for the non-uniform configuration during the initialization of the 
system. 

 th_c The array that specifies the effective fluid volume due to the presence 
of the particles. 

 thspc The void fraction to be assigned for the specifically given cell in the 
system.  It is used for the non-uniform configuration during the 
initialization of the system. 

 thtop  The void fraction to be assigned for the top part of the system.  It is 
used for the non-uniform configuration during the initialization of the 
system. 

 tlbtm The temperature of the liquid to be assigned for the bottom part of the 
system.  It is used for the non-uniform configuration during the 
initialization of the system. 

 tln  This array memorizes the temperature of the liquid at the previous time 
step.  It is used in case the iteration fails at the first attempt and is tried 
again with the more relaxed criteria. 

 tlspc  The temperature of the liquid to be assigned for the specifically given 
cell in the system.  It is used for the non-uniform configuration during 
the initialization of the system. 

 tltop  The temperature of the liquid  to be assigned for the top part of the 
system.  It is used for the non-uniform configuration during the 
initialization of the system. 

 tsn  This array memorizes the saturating temperature at the previous time 
step.  It is used in case the iteration fails at the first attempt and is tried 
again with the more relaxed criteria. 

 ugn  This array memorizes the radial velocity (cylindrical frame) or the X 
velocity of the vapor at the previous time step.  It is used in case the 
iteration fails at the first attempt and is tried again with the more 
relaxed criteria. 

 uln  This array memorizes the radial velocity (cylindrical frame) or the X 
velocity of the liquid at the previous time step.  It is used in case the 
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iteration fails at the first attempt and is tried again with the more 
relaxed criteria. 

 vgn  This array memorizes the vertical velocity of the vapor at the previous 
time step.  It is used in case the iteration fails at the first attempt and is 
tried again with the more relaxed criteria. 

 vln  This array memorizes the vertical velocity of the liquid at the previous 
time step.  It is used in case the iteration fails at the first attempt and is 
tried again with the more relaxed criteria. 

 xcfg This is the array for the constant parameters to be passed to the LeSiM 
extended K-FIX for the calculation.  Part of the array that is currently 
not  assigned the definition is also used for the dummy variables. 
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Chapter V 

Input and Output 
 For the original K-FIX, the input file named “kfixinp.dat” was needed for the 
calculation.  Two output files, “kfixou1.dat” and “kfixou2.dat,” were then generated from 
the simulation.  For the LeSiM extended K-FIX, the input file that was designed for the 
original K-FIX is still accepted by the extended K-FIX but the user is advised not to do so.  
As the extended K-FIX is now using MKS system and not CGS as in its original version, 
the old input file is very likely to generate the unintended result. 

 Due to the differences between the extended K-FIX and its original version, and 
due to the LeSiM extension, the input file with the necessary information for LeSiM is 
recommended.  The new input file is called “lefixinp.dat.” 

 For the output files, there are totally 23 output files, 11 of these files are 
automatically generated by LeSiM.  For each these LeSiM generated files, it can be 
recognized by its name, which is in the form of “sNN-XXXX.dat” where NN is the file 
number and XXX identifies its content.  Since they are discussed in detail in LeSiM’s 
manual, the user is advised to consult that reference for the information regarding these 
files.  For the files that are generated by the extended K-FIX, the file of each name has 
“lefix” as its prefix. 

In this chapter, the contents of the input and the output files generated specifically 
by the LeSiM extended K-FIX are discussed. 

 

5.1 Input 
 The content of “lefixinp.dat” is similar to that of “kfixinp.dat.”  In fact, 
“kfixinp.dat” can be directly used with the extended K-FIX without any modification.  
However, since the extended K-FIX is now using MKS system, the result from using 
“kfixinp.dat” can be totally wrong even though the simulation is successfully completed.  
In addition, since the parameters for LeSiM must also be specified in the input file, the 
following data structure for the input should be strictly observed. 

 “lefixinput.dat” contains 10 data blocks, kfix2d, kfix2dadd, presbc, opt, xconfig,  
lefix_t, lefix_b, lefix_x, lesim_c and lesim_p.  The data blocks kfix2d, kfix2dadd, presbc 
and opt are mostly identical to that used in the original K-FIX with some minor changes.  
The data block xconfig is used to supply the constants and the criteria required during the 
simulation.  Lastly, the data block lesim_c and lesim_p are especially for the parameters 
necessary for the simulation of the Lagrangian particles by LeSiM while as lefix_t, lefix_b 
and lefix_x are for modifying the initial condition.  Figure 5.1 shows the data blocks of 
“lefixinp.dat” and the parameters inside, which are described in the following list. 
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$KFIX2D 
   NAME='Test1 : Test of Fuel Injection & BBL rising', 
   SCALE=1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0,         
   ITC=1, DR=0.20, DZ=0.42,  
   FLO=0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
       0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,        
   NSL=1, 0, 1, 1,  
   NO=0, UO=0.0, VO=0.0, PO=1.0e5, THO=1.00, TEMPO=373.0, grav=-9.8 
   UINL=0.0, VINL=0.0, PINL=0.0, THINL=0.0, TEMPINL=0.0,  
   UINR=0.0, VINR=0.0, PINR=0.0, THINR=0.0, TEMPINR=0.0, 
   UINB=0.0, VINB=0.0, PINB=0.0, THINB=0.0, TEMPINB=0.0, 
   UINT=0.0, VINT=0.0, PINT=0.0, THINT=0.0, TEMPINT=0.0, 
   ITD=0, NTD=0, NSDMP=0, NFILE=0, NWDMP=0,  
   TIME=0.0, TSTOP=1.50001, DT=0.00001, CYCLE=0, LPR=2, TPR=0.05,  
   tpr2=0.5, TPL=0.02,      TPLD=0.02,  
   JPLOT= 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 
 $END 
 $KF2DADD 
   GFINT=0.004 
 $END 
 $PRESBC 
   KFLOUT(1) =   6, KFLOUT(2) =   6, KFLOUT(3) =   6, KFLOUT(4) =   6, 
   KFLIN(1)  =   6, KFLIN(2)  =   6, KFLIN(3)  =   6, KFLIN(4)  =   6, 
   uOUTL     = 0.0, uOUTR     = 0.0, uOUTB     = 0.0, uOUTT     = 0.0, 
   vOUTL     = 0.0, vOUTR     = 0.0, vOUTB     = 0.0, vOUTT     = 0.0, 
   POUTL     = 1E5, POUTR     = 1E5, POUTB     = 1E5, POUTT     = 1E5, 
   TEMPOTL   = 373, TEMPOTR   = 373, TEMPOTB   = 373, TEMPOTT   = 373, 
   THOUTL    = 0.0, THOUTR    = 0.0, THOUTB    = 0.0, THOUTT    = 0.0  
 $END 
 $OPT 
   BUBTST0=.FALSE.,BUBTST1=.TRUE., BUBTST2=.TRUE. 
 $END 
 $xconfig 
   xcfg(1)=0.2,     xcfg(2)=0.5,       xcfg(3)=0.01,    xcfg(4)=0.00001, 
   xcfg(5)=0.99999, xcfg(6)=1e-8,      xcfg(7)=4e-5,    xcfg(8)=-4797.9,                
   xcfg(9)=1.0,     xcfg(10)=-12.8576, xcfg(11)=1.54E3, xcfg(12)=373.0,    
   xcfg(13)=2.509E6, 
   xcfg(14)=42.2E3, xcfg(15)=4.19E5,   xcfg(16)=9.4e2,  xcfg(17)=2257.0E3, 
   xcfg(18)=1.0E5,  xcfg(19)=4.62E2,   xcfg(20)=0.02796,  
   xcfg(21)=0.679,  xcfg(22)=0.662E-6, xcfg(23)=1.3,    xcfg(24)=1000.0,   
   xcfg(25)=1.0,    xcfg(26)=9.0,      xcfg(27)=1.1,    xcfg(28)=0.79,     
   xcfg(29)=7.2e-2, xcfg(30)=0.95,     xcfg(31)=0.1,    xcfg(32)=7.4e-4,   
   xcfg(33)=1.3e-5, xcfg(34)=2.8e-4,   xcfg(35)=11.0,   xcfg(36)=12.0,     
   xcfg(37)=1e-6,   xcfg(38)=5e4,      xcfg(39)=1e8,    xcfg(40)=0.9,      
   xcfg(41)=0.0       
 $end 
 $lefix_t             
   ntop=0, ptop=1e5, tgtop=373.0, tltop=373.0, thtop=1.0          
 $end 
 $lefix_b             
   nbtm=8, pbtm=1e5, tgbtm=373.0, tlbtm=373.0, thbtm=0.0          
 $end 
 $lefix_x             
   nspc=3, pspc=1e5, tgspc=373.0, tlspc=373.0, thspc=0.86,        
   ispc(1)=2, jspc(1)=9, ispc(2)=3, jspc(2)=9, ispc(3)=4, jspc(3)=9   
 $end 
 $lesim_c                 
   pcfrct=0,  s_hfsim=1, s_wep=12, s_khth=0.2, 
  s_khef=0.3, s_ainj=1,  s_nprt=1, s_auto=0 
 $end 
 $lesim_p                 
   s_dtinj(1)=0.1,        
     s_part(1,1)=4.0,        s_part(1,2)=0.0001,        s_part(1,3)=0.0001,  
     s_part(1,4)=-3.0,       s_part(1,5)=0.0,           s_part(1,6)=0.0,     
     s_part(1,7)=7960.0,     s_part(1,8)=0.02,          s_part(1,9)=2.88,    
     s_part(1,10)=565,       s_part(1,11)=3200.0,       s_part(1,12)=2840.0, 
     s_part(1,13)=3.62e5,    s_part(1,15)=1.4882e-3,    s_part(1,16)=0.45,      
     s_part(1,18)=1.0,       s_part(1,19)=0.02,         s_part(1,20)=300.0,     
     s_part(1,21)=1.0,       s_part(1,22)=2.88,         s_part(1,23)=565,       
     s_part(1,24)=7960,      s_part(1,28)=0.0,          s_part(1,29)=1.0,       
     s_part(1,30)=1.0,       s_part(1,34)=0.78       

 $end 
 

 
Figure 5.1  “lefixinp.dat” 
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 kfix2d Parameters in this group are mostly the same as that used in the original 

K-FIX.  Some parameters were added to control the printing process. 
o name title of the simulation 
o scale length, velocity, density and temperature scaling factor for the 

calculation (default is 1 for MKS) 
o itc coordinate (0=Cartesian, 1=cylindrical) 
o dr horizontal size of a volumetric cell 
o dz vertical size of a volumetric cell 
o flo positions of the various opennings at the boundaries 
o nsl bottom, left, top and right boundary conditions (0=free slip, 1=no 

slip)  
o no number of the interior obstacles 
o uo initial horizontal velocity 
o vo initial vertical velocity 
o po initial pressure 
o tho initial void fraction 
o tempo initial temperature 
o grav gravity 
o uinX horizontal velocity of the flow at the boundary (X=L(eft), R(ight), 

T(op), B(ottom)) 
o vinX  vertical velocity of the flow at the boundary (X=L(eft), R(ight), T(op), 

B(ottom)) 
o pinX  pressure of the flow at the boundary (X=L(eft), R(ight), T(op), 

B(ottom)) 
o thinX  void fraction of the flow at the boundary (X=L(eft), R(ight), T(op), 

B(ottom)) 
o tempinX  temperature of the flow at the boundary (X=L(eft), R(ight), T(op), 

B(ottom)) 
o itd parameter for restarting (0=no restarting), see K-FIX manual 
o ntd parameter for restarting (0=no restarting), see K-FIX manual 
o nsdmp  parameter for restarting (0=no restarting), see K-FIX manual 
o nfile  parameter for restarting (0=no restarting), see K-FIX manual 
o nwdmp  parameter for restarting (0=no restarting), see K-FIX manual 
o time starting time of the simulation 
o tstop ending time for the simulation 
o dt time step 
o cycle number of iteration cycles before the printing is started 
o lpr print medium (2=data file) 
o tpr time step for printing (K-FIX) 
o tpr2  time step for printing (LeSiM) 
o tpl time step for plotting, see K-FIX manual 
o tpld time step for printing on film, see K-FIX manual 
o jplot contour plot, see K-FIX manual 

 
 kfix2dadd This block is the original block for K-FIX. 

o gfint time step for dumping the data for restarting, see K-FIX manual 
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 presbc  This block is the original block for K-FIX.  The parameters provided in 

this block are especially applied to the openings at the boundary.  The 
user should consult the manual of K-FIX for further information. 

o kflout boundary condition at the opening outlet 
o kflin  boundary condition at the opening inlet 
o uoutX horizontal velocity of the out-flow 
o voutX vertical velocity of the out-flow 
o poutX pressure at the opennings 
o tempotX temperature of the out-flow 
o thoutX void fraction of the out-flow 

 
 opt This block is a remnant from various modifications and many tests on K-

FIX.  It is recommended that the default values given for the parameters 
be always used with the extended K-FIX. 

o bubtst default=.false. 
o bubtst1 default=.true. 
o bubtst2 default=.true. 

 
 xconfig This block is for the fixed constant for the simulation.  There are 

currently 100 elements of variable available.  However, 41 of them are 
already used.  If it is needed, the elements with the indexes above 41 can 
also be used as the dummy variables to pass the information between the 
subroutines and functions.  The usage of these elements in this fashion 
should be limited since it can be confusing and can lead to some internal 
conflicts. 

o xcfg(1)  void fraction in which the fluid is considered liquid dominant 
o xcfg(2)  void fraction that considers the bubbly/transition flow 
o xcfg(3)  void fraction in which the bubbles are dragged by the liquid 
o xcfg(4)  void fraction in which the fluid is assumed to be pure liquid 
o xcfg(5)  void fraction in which the fluid is assumed to be pure vapor 
o xcfg(6)  relative error in vapor density, used for checking convergence 
o xcfg(7)  relative error in liquid density, used for checking convergence 
o xcfg(8)  1st coefficient for function that calculates the saturating temperature 
o xcfg(9)  2nd coefficient for function that calculates the saturating temperature 
o xcfg(10)  3rd coefficient for function that calculates the saturating temperature 
o xcfg(11)  specific heat for vapor 
o xcfg(12)  reference temperature 
o xcfg(13)  specific internal energy for vapor at the reference temperature 
o xcfg(14)  specific heat for liquid 
o xcfg(15)  specific internal energy for liquid at the reference temperature 
o xcfg(16)  liquid density 
o xcfg(17)  latent heat 
o xcfg(18)  reference pressure 
o xcfg(19)  gas constant 
o xcfg(20)  thermal conductivity for vapor 
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o xcfg(21)  thermal conductivity for liquid 
o xcfg(22)  square of reciprocal sound speed in liquid 
o xcfg(23)  ratio of the specific heats at the constant pressure and at the constnat 

volume (CP/CV) for vapor 
o xcfg(24)  maximum number of iterations 
o xcfg(25)  flag for compressibility of the liquid (0=no, 1=yes) 
o xcfg(26)  maximum number of tries for pressure iterations in a cell 
o xcfg(27)  relaxation factor for pressure iteration 
o xcfg(28)  wall’s radiation absorptivity 
o xcfg(29)  surface tension of the liquid 
o xcfg(30)  liquid’s radiation absorptivity 
o xcfg(31)  vapor’s radiation absorptivity 
o xcfg(32)  thermal expansion coefficient for liquid 
o xcfg(33)  vapor’s viscosity 
o xcfg(34)  liquid viscosity 
o xcfg(35)  critical Weber number for bubble 
o xcfg(36)  critical Weber number for droplet 
o xcfg(37)  relative error in pressure for checking convergence 
o xcfg(38)  minimum possible pressure 
o xcfg(39)  maximum possible pressure 
o xcfg(40)  void fraction where liquid dominates the flow (used in second attempt 

in iteration) 
o xcfg(41)  flag to stop the simulation if convergence is not reached (0=stop) 

 
 lefix_t This block is for the parameters that modify the initial configuration at 

the upper part of the system. 
o ntop number of rows from the top to be modified. 
o ptop pressure in the upper rows of the system 
o tgtop temperature of the vapor in the upper rows of the system 
o tltop temperature of the liquid in the upper rows of the system 
o thtop void fraction in the upper rows of the system 
 

 lefix_b This block is for the parameters that modify the initial configuration at 
the lower part of the system. 

o nbtm number of rows from the bottom to be modified. 
o pbtm pressure in the lower rows of the system 
o tgbtm temperature of the vapor in the lower rows of the system 
o tlbtm temperature of the liquid in the lower rows of the system 
o thbtm void fraction in the lower rows of the system 
 

 lefix_x  This block is for the parameters that modify the initial configuration in 
the specific volumetric cells of the system. 

o nspc number of volumetric cells to be modified. 
o pspc pressure in the specific cells of the system 
o tgspc temperature of the vapor in the specific cells of the system 
o tlspc temperature of the liquid in the specific cells of the system 
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o thspc void fraction in the specific cells of the system 
o ispc  horizontal positions of the specific cells whose the initial values are to 

be modified 
o jspc  vertical positions of the specific cells whose the initial values are to 

be modified 
 

 lefix_c This block provides the parameters that control various part of the 
simulating process. 

o pcfrct flag parameter to consider the fraction of a particle in a cell when the 
particle crosses the boundary (0=particle in one cell) 

o s_hfsim flag parameter for simulating the heat transfer and the fragmentation 
(0=no, 1=yes) 

o s_wep critical Weber number for molten particles 
o s_khth think/thin film void fraction criteria (Kevin-Helmholtz instability) 
o s_khef coefficient for Kevin-Helmholtz instability 
o s_ainj flag for particles injection (0=no, 1=yes) 
o s_nprt number of particle groups to be injected 
o s_auto parameter that duplicate the particle groups to be injected, applicable 

only when s_nprt is 1 and s_auto > 0 
 

 lefix_p This data block defines the particles to be injected and simulated by 
LeSiM.  The user is suggested the manual for LeSiM for further 
information. 

o s_dtinj array which describes the time step for the injection of a particle 
group, the time step is measured related to the previous injection (see 
LeSiM’s manual for more information) 

o s_part array which describes various properties of a particle group to be 
injected (see LeSiM’s manual for more information) 

 

5.2 Output 
 As previously stated, there are totally 23 output files generated for the simulation 
by the LeSiM extended K-FIX and 11 of these files are automatically generated by 
LeSiM and are discussed in detailed in its manual.  In this section, the other 12 files 
generated by the extended K-FIX are discussed.  These output files are as given in the 
following list. 
 
 lefixout1.dat This output file is modified from “kfixout1.dat” used by the original K-

FIX.  The file contains the information regarding the setting of the 
system and the initial condition for the simulation.  It also contains 
most of the calculated parameters from the simulation for every cell.  
The time step for printing in this file is controlled by parameter tpr in 
the input file.  The file is self-explained and should not be difficult to 
understand.  It should be noted that, since the file contains almost every 
calculated parameter, the file can be very large and extracting the 
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needed information can be quite difficult.  Nevertheless, it can be very 
useful for the debugging process. 

 lefixout2.dat This output file mirrors the messages that are displayed in screen during 
the simulation.  It is useful for the debugging purpose. 

 lefix-eg.dat This file contains the external volumetric heat sources for the vapor 
phase obtained at the time step of tpr2. 

 lefix-el.dat  This file contains the external volumetric heat sources for the liquid 
phase obtained at the time step of tpr2. 

 lefix-mrg.dat This file contains the external volumetric horizontal momentum sources 
for the vapor phase obtained at the time step of tpr2. 

 lefix-mrl.dat  This file contains the external volumetric horizontal momentum sources 
for the liquid phase obtained at the time step of tpr2. 

 lefix-mzg.dat  This file contains the external volumetric vertical momentum sources 
for the vapor phase obtained at the time step of tpr2. 

 lefix-mzl.dat  This file contains the external volumetric vertical momentum sources 
for the liquid phase obtained at the time step of tpr2. 

 lefix-p.dat This file contains the calculated pressure in each volumetric cell.  The 
output is obtained at the time step of tpr2. 

 lefix-tg.dat  This file contains the calculated vapor temperature in each volumetric 
cell.  The output is obtained at the time step of tpr2. 

 lefix-th.dat  This file contains the calculated void fraction in each volumetric cell.  
The output is obtained at the time step of tpr2. 

 lefix-tl.dat  This file contains the calculated liquid temperature in each volumetric 
cell.  The output is obtained at the time step of tpr2. 
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Chapter VI 

Summary 
 The development of LeSiM and the extension of K-FIX with LeSiM are parts of 
the development of the Lagrangian-Eulerian fields code for the analysis and the simulation 
of FCI process.  The approach taken for LeSiM and, subsequently, its extension on K-FIX 
was to create the external modules that can be readily applied to the fluid dynamic code 
that is already available.  The modules, once created, should allow for the more rapid and 
flexible development of a numerical code for simulating and analyzing the FCI process 
with less resource. 

 The development of LeSiM has proceeded smoothly.  Apart from the problems of 
choosing the suitable correlations for estimating various interactions between the particles 
and the fluid and the suitable scheme for handling the large number of particles that are 
involved and/or resulted from the interactions, the overall structure of LeSiM has been 
formalized and completed.  Further development of LeSiM is expected to include the 
finding for the better correlations, which may be due to the change of concept for the 
mechanisms of the interactions, and the implementation of the new algorithms to handle 
various aspects of the modules, i.e., the handling of the particles, the calculation scheme, 
etc. 

 

LeSiM extended K-FIX 
 For the extension of LeSiM on K-FIX, the main objective was to test whether the 
implementation of LeSiM was actually feasible.  The process of modifying K-FIX had 
proved to be a little complicate due to its own programming structure and some underlined 
assumptions that must be adapted in order to model the FCI process.  For the modification 
intended for LeSiM, the task was relatively much simpler.  The method adopted for this 
purpose was, however, possibly inefficient and a better method should be sought. 

 The results from the test simulations showed that the extended code was capable of 
simulating the interaction between the Lagrangian particles and the fluid, albeit at the 
small scale level.  The results obtained from the simulations were reasonable and were 
generally concurred by the results from TEXAS-V, which were used as the primary 
benchmarks.  The discrepancies that were observed, which were expected, were 
contributed to the different methods in which the Lagrangian particles were handled.  
Apart from these problems and difficulties, the extension of K-FIX with LeSiM was 
considered a success. 

 The important modifications of K-FIX are summarily described in the following 
list. 
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 Implementation of the non-uniform initial condition 
The introduction of the non-uniform condition was introduced.  The content of the 
input file and the subroutine that handled the initialization process were modified 
for this purpose. 
 

 Implementation of the modified two-fluid model 
Due to the presence of the particles in a given volumetric cell, the fluid volume 
was reduced.  The equations that governed the system were modified for this effect. 
 

 Implementation of the drag coefficients for between the liquid and the vapor 
K-FIX original did not have the correlations that described the process.  The 
correlations from TEXAS-V were used. 
 

 Implementation of the evaporation and condensation 
K-FIX original did not have the model that described the process.  The model 
from TEXAS-V were modified and applied. 
 

 Implementation of the heat transfer process between the liquid and the vapor 
K-FIX original did not have the model that described the process.  The model 
from TEXAS-V were modified and applied. 
 

 Implementation of the equations of states 
K-FIX originally treated the liquid as being incompressible.  A simple linear 
function was assumed and used in the extended code. 
 

 Implementation of the effective volume fraction of the fluid 
The calculation of the effective volume fraction of the fluid due to the presence of 
the particles in the volume was implemented in the extended code. 
 

 Implementation of the external momentum source 
A subroutine to implement the external momentum sources provided by LeSiM 
was added to the extended code. 
 

 Implementation of the external heat source 
A subroutine to implement the external heat sources provided by LeSiM was 
added to the extended code. 
 

 

Suggestions for Improvement 
 During the process of developing the LeSiM extended K-FIX, the suggestions in 
order to improve the extended code were collected.  Some that can be possibly 
implemented in the near future are given in the following list. 

 K-FIX (and the LeSiM extended K-FIX) has a very rigid array structure.  Adjusting 
the nodalization of the system is not possible without rewriting part of the source 
code and the re-compilation.  While this is not a difficult task, the process is tedious 
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and is prone to error.  It is recommended that the more flexible usage of the arrays 
should be implemented. 

 The numerical algorithm (and also the implementation of the external sources) is not 
very efficient and can be quite unstable for the large scale interaction.  While it is 
possible to adjust various criteria and parameters so that the simulation can be 
finished, their ranges of validity are quite limited.  In addition, if these parameters 
are always changed, it will be difficult to estimate the accuracy of the simulation.  
The improvement on the algorithm is recommended. 

 The treatment of the particles in a group needs to be studied.  Currently, all the 
particles in a group are treated as if they always stay together at the same position 
given by a single particle that represents the group.  This assumption is unrealistic 
since the particles can and will move away from such position.  Over time, the 
particles may move so far apart that assuming them to stay together as a group is no 
longer valid. 
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Appendix 

 
A.1 Calculation Samples 
 To help the user of LeSiM extended K-FIX understand its usage, the following 
two samples are given.  The first sample is on the simulation of the interaction between a 
single particle and the surrounding dynamic fluid without the effect of the fragmentation.  
This is because the particle’s temperature is below its melting point.  The second sample is 
conducted with the same initial condition except the temperature of the particle is above 
its melting point.  Therefore, the fragmentation is inherently introduced into the simulation. 

These samples are taken from the paper submitted for NURETH-10[5].  They are 
included here so that the user may compare the results from his own simulations in order 
to better understand the usage of the code.  The reader is suggested to consult the reference 
for further discussion on the simulations and their results. 

 For each sample, the system in which the process was to be observed was a closed 
cylindrical containment.  The geometry of the containment was 5.04 m in height and 1.20 
m wide in diameter. The two-dimensional system was divided into a number of identical 
rectangular cells.  The size of each cell was 0.20 m wide and 0.42 m high.  Since the 
cylindrical coordinate was employed in K-FIX, the system was bounded radially by the 
central axis on one side and the system wall on the other.  The system was also vertically 
bounded by the closed surfaces on the top side and the bottom side.  Figure A.1 roughly 
showed the arrangement of the system (not to scale) as employed for the simulations. 

5.04 m 

0.60 m 

0.20 m 

0.42 m 

 

Figure A.1  Arrangement of the volumetric cells for the simulations 

Sample I, Non-Fragmentation Test 
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 In this simulation, a solid sphere, 0.04 m in diameter, was injected with the initial 
velocity of 3.00 m/s at the height of 4.00 m into the body of the water.  The initial 
temperature of the solid sphere was 2800 K with the presumption of the melting point at 
2840 K.  To reduce the complication caused by the asymmetry, the injection was done 
along the centerline of the containment.  The containment was filled with the saturated 
steam and the saturated water at the pressure of 0.1 MPa.  The initial depth of the water 
was 4.00 m.  For comparison, Figure A.2, A.3 and A.4 showed the vertical position of the 
particle, its vertical velocity and its temperature as obtained with the modified K-FIX 
(identified as LeFIX in the figures) together with the results obtained from the simulation 
for the static fluid under the same condition (identified as LeSiM) and the results as 
obtained with TEXAS-V.   
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Figure A.2  Vertical position of the particle (no fragmentation) 
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Figure A.3  Vertical velocity of the particle (no fragmentation) 
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Figure A.4  Temperature of the particle (no fragmentation) 

 
 The void fraction profiles along the centerline of the system observed at various 
time steps were as shown in Figure A.5. 
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Figure A.5  Variation of void fraction along the centerline (no fragmentation) 

 

Sample II, Fragmentation Test 

 The condition of the simulation was the same as in the previous case except that 
the particle had the initial temperature of 3200 K.  Due to the fragmentation of the injected 
particle, the position and the velocity of the particles after the fragmentation were that of 
the center of mass.  In addition, the mass averaged temperature and radial size were also 
considered.  The results as obtained were shown in Figure A.6, A.7 and A.8 (identified as 
LeFIX) together with the results from the simulation for the static fluid (identified as 
LeSiM) and the results from TEXAS-V. 
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Figure A.6  Vertical position of the particle (with fragmentation) 
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Figure A.7  Vertical velocity of the particle (with fragmentation) 
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Figure A.8  Temperature of the particle (with fragmentation) 

 

 The void fraction profiles along the centerline of the system observed at various time 
steps were also observed as shown in Figure A.9. 
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Figure A.9  Variation of void fraction along the centerline (with fragmentation) 
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A.2 Source Codes 
The full listing of the source codes for all the modules (subroutines and functions) 

in the LeSiM extended K-FIX (original modules of LeSiM were not included) was given 
in Figure A.10.  Due to the on going development, the list might not be up to date and the 
user was advised to check with the official keeper to verify the authenticity of the modules. 

 
 

File name File size 
(characters)  

 File name File size 
(characters) File name File size 

(characters) 
gcom1.inc 2,864   heatcl.f 1,356 setup.f 21,453 
gcom2.inc 1,913   iconv.f 5,498 setxtra.f 1,902 
gcom3.inc 1,627   igil.f 3,633 siegf.f 2,278 
lesim.inc 8,826   igvs.f 1,194 sielf.f 2,248 
adj_res.for 738   ilvs.f 1,194 thercon.f 1,133 
alphaf.f 7,050   index.f 6,405 thf.f 3,562 
alt_iter.f 2,426   iter.f 26,504 thgas.f 2,815 
alt_iter2.f 24,770   kdrags.f 3,623 tilde.f 27,751 
asurfs.f 2,283   main.f 27,484 trans.f 708 
bdry.f 21,445   masfg.f 1,437 ttlcond.f 939 
betas.f 8,289   masfl.f 1,437 ttlevap.f 968 
boil.f 6,217   newp.f 1,437 ugmomf.f 2,675 
bubrs.f 5,960   postprc.f 1,286 ugvs.f 2,426 
chk_time.f 423   prog.f 29,873 ulmomf.f 2,669 
cond.f 710   pr_dump.f 7,353 ulvs.f 2,433 
convert.f 2,933   put_par.f 3,253 vels.f 13,036 
defin.f 639   rheats.f 1,250 vgmomf.f 2,653 
dliq.f 1,016   rho1rho2.f 2,240 vgvs.f 2,085 
dvap.f 686   rho_f.f 258 visc.f 556 
eosg.f 1,693   rho_g.f 254 vlmomf.f 2,653 
eosl.f 1,824   rtape5.f 3,276 vlvs.f 2,085 
extsrc.f 1,732   sat.f 1,769 vrels.f 2,565 
flic.f 11,081   second.f 176 vworkg.f 1,194 
get_par.f 8,877   setc.f 4,013 vworkl.f 1,194  
heatcg.f 1,356       

Figure A.10  Source codes listing LeSiM extended K-FIX 
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A.3 Input File for Sample I  
 
$KFIX2D 
                                                           ! ib2, jb2, ijb2 and maxij are defined in gcom2.inc 
                                                           !   ib2 = number of axial intervals (top and bottom bcs are included) 
                                                           !   jb2 = number of radial intervals (left and right bcs are included) 
                                                           !   ijb2 = ib2*jb2 
                                                           !   maxij = amax(ib2,jb2) 
                                                            
   NAME='Test1 : Sample I, Non-Fragmentation Test’,        ! ib2=5, jb2=14 
  
   SCALE=1.0,                                              ! length scaling factor 
         1.0,                                              ! velocity scaling factor 
         1.0,                                              ! density scaling factor 
         1.0,                                              ! temperature scaling factor 
        
   ITC=1,                                                  ! coordinate (1=cartesian, 1=cylindrical, 2=sphere) 
  
   DR=0.20,                                                ! radial mesh interval [m] 
  
   DZ=0.42,                                                ! axial mesh interval [m] 
  
   FLO=0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,                                 ! radial positions of the opennings at the bottom 
       0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,                                 ! axial positions of the opennings on the left side 
       0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,                                 ! radial positions of the opennings at the top 
       0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,                                 ! axial positions of the opennings on the right side 
      
   NSL=1,0,1,1,                                            ! bcs (0=free slip, 1=no slip) -> bottom, left, top, right 
  
   NO=0,                                                   ! number of the interior obstacles 
                                                           ! if NO is not zero, NS0(N), OB(1-4,N) must be sepcified. 
  
   UO=0.0,                                                 ! initial radial velocity of the fluid (uniform) [m/s] 
   VO=0.0,                                                 ! initial axial velocity of the fluid (uniform) [m/s] 
   PO=1.0e5,                                               ! initial system pressure (uniform) [Pa] 
   THO=1.00,                                               ! initial system vapor volume fraction (uniform) 
   TEMPO=373.0,                                            ! initial system temperature (uniform) [K] 
   grav=-9.8                                               ! system gravitational acceleration [m/s2] 
  
   UINL=0.0, VINL=0.0, PINL=0.0, THINL=0.0, TEMPINL=0.0,   ! inlet fluid properties on the left side [m/s] 
   UINR=0.0, VINR=0.0, PINR=0.0, THINR=0.0, TEMPINR=0.0,   ! outlet fluid properties on the right side [m/s] 
   UINB=0.0, VINB=0.0, PINB=0.0, THINB=0.0, TEMPINB=0.0,   ! inlet fluid properties at the bottom side [m/s] 
   UINT=0.0, VINT=0.0, PINT=0.0, THINT=0.0, TEMPINT=0.0,   ! outlet fluid properties at the top side [m/s] 
  
   ITD=0, NTD=0, NSDMP=0, NFILE=0, NWDMP=0,                ! information on the data for restart 
                                                           ! itd=0 <--> restart is not requested 
  
   TIME=0.0,                                               ! starting time for simulation [s] 
   TSTOP=1.50001,                                          ! ending time for simulation [s] 
   DT=0.00001,                                             ! simulation time step [s] 
 
   CYCLE=0,                                                ! number of simulation cycles before printing 
   LPR=2,                                                  ! media for printing (0=none,  
                                                           !                     1=film only, 
                                                           !                     2=paper only (applied also to data file), 
                                                           !                     3=paper and film) 
 
   TPR=0.05,                                               ! time step for printing to data file [s] 
                                                           !   (lefix-xx.dat, xx=[th,tg,tl,p]) 
                                                           !   (lefixou2.dat) 
   tpr2=0.5,                                               ! time step for printing to data file (lefixou1.dat) [s] 
   TPL=0.02,                                               ! time step for plotting data [s] 
   TPLD=0.02,                                              ! time step for printing on film [s] 
  
   JPLOT= 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1                  ! information for contour plot, in the relative order, 
                                                           !   rho_g, rho_l, void, P, Tg, Tl, Ts, i_g, i_l, 
                                                           !   mass exchange rate, momentum exchange rate 
 $END 
  
 $KF2DADD 
   GFINT=0.004                                             ! time step for dumping the restart data [s] 
 $END 
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 $PRESBC 
   KFLOUT(1)=6, KFLOUT(2)=6, KFLOUT(3)=6, KFLOUT(4)=6,     ! boundary conditions for top opennings 
                                                           !  (top-left, top-right, right-bottom, right-top) 
                                                           !     4 <-> free gradient 
                                                           !     6 <-> fixed pressure 
   KFLIN(1)=6,  KFLIN(2)=6,  KFLIN(3)=6,  KFLIN(4)=6,      ! there are also KFLIN(4) for 
                                                           !  bottom-left, bottom-right, left-bottom, left-top with 
                                                           !     5 <-> fixed influx 
                                                           !     6 <-> fixed pressure 
   uOUTL  =    0.0, uOUTR  =    0.0,                       ! Uout on the left and the right boundary cells [m/s] 
   uOUTB  =    0.0, uOUTT  =    0.0,                       ! Uout of the bottom and the top boundary cells [m/s] 
   vOUTL  =    0.0, vOUTR  =    0.0,                       ! Vout of the left and the right boundary cells [m/s] 
   vOUTB  =    0.0, vOUTT  =    0.0,                       ! Vout of the bottom and the top boundary cells [m/s] 
   POUTL  =  1.0E5, POUTR  =  1.0E5,                       ! pressure of the left and the right boundary cells [Pa] 
   POUTB  =  1.0E5, POUTT  =  1.0E5,                       ! pressure of the bottom and the top boundary cells [Pa] 
   TEMPOTL=  373.0, TEMPOTR=  373.0,                       ! temperature of the left and the right boundary cells [K] 
   TEMPOTB=  373.0, TEMPOTT=  373.0,                       ! temperature of the bottom and the top boundary cells [K] 
   THOUTL =    0.0, THOUTR =    0.0,                       ! vapor volume fraction of the left, right, bottom 
   THOUTB =    0.0, THOUTT =    0.0                        !  and top boundary cells 
 $END 
 
 $OPT 
   BUBTST0=.FALSE.,BUBTST1=.TRUE., BUBTST2=.TRUE.          ! information for the calculation of the bubble expansion 
                                                           !  mostly concerning the equation of state, recommended also 
                                                           !  for general calculation 
 $END 
  
 $xconfig                                                  ! miscellaneous parameters, configurating parameters 
   xcfg(1)=0.2,                                            !  void crit. below which the liquid is considered dominant 
   xcfg(2)=0.5,                                            !  void crit. for bubbly/transition flow 
   xcfg(3)=0.01,                                          !  void crit. for assuming that vap. is totally dragged by liq. 
   xcfg(4)=0.00001,                                        !  void crit. below which it is reset to zero (pure liquid) 
   xcfg(5)=0.99999,                                        !  void crit. over which it is reset to unity (pure vapor) 
   xcfg(6)=1e-8,                                           !  relative error for checking convergence in vap macro. dens. 
   xcfg(7)=4e-5,                                           !  relative error for checking convergence in liq macro. dens. 
   xcfg(8)=-4797.9,                                        !  1ST COEFF OF SAT VAP TEMP FUNCTION                          
   xcfg(9)=1.0,                                            !  2ND COEFF OF SAT VAP TEMP FUNCTION                          
   xcfg(10)=-12.8576,                                      !  3RD COEFF OF SAT VAP TEMP FUNCTION                          
   xcfg(11)=1.54E3,                                        !  VAPOR SPECIFIC HEAT [J/kgK] 
   xcfg(12)=373.0,                                         !  REFERENCE TEMPERATURE [K] 
   xcfg(13)=2.509E6,                                       !  VAPOR SPECIFIC INTERNAL ENERGY AT REFERENCE TEMPERATURE [J/kg] 
   xcfg(14)=42.2E3,                                        !  LIQUID SPECIFIC HEAT  [J/kgK] 
   xcfg(15)=4.19E5,                                        !  LIQUID SPECIFIC INTERNAL ENERGY AT REFERENCE TEMPERATURE [J/kg] 
   xcfg(16)=9.4e2,                                         !  MICROSCOPIC DENSITY OF LIQUID [kg/m3] 
   xcfg(17)=2257.0E3,                                      !  LATENT HEAT CONSTANT [j/kg] 
   xcfg(18)=1.0E5,                                         !  REFERENCE PRESSURE [Pa] 
   xcfg(19)=4.62E2,                                        !  GAS CONSTANT FOR STEAM 
   xcfg(20)=0.02796,                                       !  VAPOR THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY [W/mK] 
   xcfg(21)=0.679,                                         !  LIQUID THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY [W/mK] 
   xcfg(22)=0.662E-6,                                      !  SQUARE OF RECIPROCAL SOUND SPEED FOR LIQUID [s2/m2] 
   xcfg(23)=1.3,                                           !  GAMMA  THE RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS FOR THE VAPOR  
   xcfg(24)=1000.0,                                        !  maximum number of iterations 
   xcfg(25)=1.0,                                           !  liquid phase's compressibility flag (0=no,1=yes) 
   xcfg(26)=9.0,                                           !  max number of loops for pressure iteration in one cell 
   xcfg(27)=1.1,                                           !  relaxation factor 
   xcfg(28)=0.79,                                          !  wall's radiation absorptivity 
   xcfg(29)=7.2e-2,                                        !  surface tension of the liquid medium 
   xcfg(30)=0.95,                                          !  liquid phase's radiation emissivity 
   xcfg(31)=0.1,                                           !  vapor phase's radiation emissivity 
   xcfg(32)=7.4e-4,                                        !  liquid's thermal expansion coefficient 
   xcfg(33)=1.3e-5,                                        !  vapor's viscosity 
   xcfg(34)=2.8e-4,                                        !  liquid's viscosity 
   xcfg(35)=11.0,                                          !  Critical Weber number for bubble 
   xcfg(36)=12.0,                                          !  Critical Weber number for droplet 
   xcfg(37)=1e-6,                                          !  relative error for checking convergence in pressure 
   xcfg(38)=5e4,                                           !  minimum possible pressure 
   xcfg(39)=1e8,                                           !  maximum possible pressure 
   xcfg(40)=0.9,                                           !  void crit. below which the liquid is considered dominant (used in alt_iter2) 
   xcfg(41)=0.0                                            !  Flag parameters (0:stop running in case of in-convergence, 1:keep running) 
 $end 
 
 $lefix_t                                                  ! Fluid adjustment at the top 
   ntop=0,                                                 !  number of vertical nodes to be adjusted, begin at the top 
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   ptop=1e5,                                               !  adjusted pressure 
   tgtop=373.0,                                            !  adjusted vapor temperature 
   tltop=373.0,                                            !  adjusted liquid temperature 
   thtop=1.0                                               !  adjusted void fraction 
 $end 
  
 $lefix_b                                                  ! Fluid adjustment at the bottom 
   nbtm=8,                                                 !  number of vertical nodes to be adjusted, begin from the bottom 
   pbtm=1e5,                                               !  adjusted pressure 
   tgbtm=373.0,                                            !  adjusted vapor temperature 
   tlbtm=373.0,                                            !  adjusted liquid temperature 
   thbtm=0.0                                              !  adjusted void fraction 
 $end 
 
 $lefix_x                                                  ! Fluid adjustment at the specific locations 
   nspc=3,                                                 !  number of cells to be adjusted 
   pspc=1e5,                                               !  adjusted pressure 
   tgspc=373.0,                                            !  adjusted vapor temperature 
   tlspc=373.0,                                            !  adjusted liquid temperature 
   thspc=0.86,                                             !  adjusted void fraction 
   ispc(1)=2, jspc(1)=9,                                   !  radial and vertical indices of cells to be adjusted 
   ispc(2)=3, jspc(2)=9,                                   !  radial and vertical indices of cells to be adjusted 
   ispc(3)=4, jspc(3)=9                                    !  radial and vertical indices of cells to be adjusted 
 $end 
 
 $lesim_c                                                  ! General parameters for lesim 
   pcfrct=0,                                               !  flag for particle-cells overlap (0=particle in one cell, 1=overlap possible) 
   s_hfsim=1,                                              !  flag for simulating heat transfer and particle fragmentation (0=no, 1=yes) 
   s_wep=12,                                               !  critical Weber number for the particles 
   s_khth=0.2,                                             !  thick/thin film criteria for KH 
   s_khef=0.3,                                             !  coefficient for KH 
   s_ainj=1,                                               !  flag for particles injection (0=no, 1=yes) 
   s_nprt=1,                                               !  number of particles to be injected 
   s_auto=0                                                !  Duplicate the particle groups, only applicable if s_npart is 1 and s_auto > 0 
 $end 
  
 $lesim_p                                                  ! Initial information on the particles 
   s_dtinj(1)=0.1,                                         !  time step for the injection relative to the previous injection 
     s_part(1,1)=4.0,                                      !  position along the Z axis [m]    ** always CARTESIAN ** 
     s_part(1,2)=0.0001,                                   !  position along the X axis [m]    ** always CARTESIAN ** 
     s_part(1,3)=0.0001,                                   !  position along the Y axis [m]    ** always CARTESIAN ** 
     s_part(1,4)=-3.0,                                     !  velocity along the Z axis [m/s]  ** always CARTESIAN ** 
     s_part(1,5)=0.0,                                      !  velocity along the X axis [m/s]  ** always CARTESIAN ** 
     s_part(1,6)=0.0,                                      !  velocity along the Y axis [m/s]  ** always CARTESIAN ** 
     s_part(1,7)=7960.0,                                   !  density [kg/m3] (molten phase) 
     s_part(1,8)=0.02,                                     !  radial size [m] 
     s_part(1,9)=2.88,                                     !  thermal conductivity [W/mK] (molten phase) 
     s_part(1,10)=565,                                     !  thermal capacity [J/kgK] (molten phase) 
     s_part(1,11)=2800.0,                                  !  temperature [K] 
     s_part(1,12)=2840.0,                                  !  melting temperature [K] 
     s_part(1,13)=3.62e5,                                  !  heat of melting [J/kg] 
     s_part(1,15)=1.4882e-3,                               !  viscosity [Ns/m2] 
     s_part(1,16)=0.45,                                    !  surface tension [N/m] 
     s_part(1,18)=1.0,                                     !  number of particles in this group 
     s_part(1,19)=0.02,                                    !  radial size of this group [m] 
     s_part(1,20)=300.0,                                   !  reference temperature [K] (solid) 
     s_part(1,21)=1.0,                                     !  flag for fragmentation possibility (0=no, 1=yes) 
     s_part(1,22)=2.88,                                    !  thermal conductivity [W/mK] (solid phase) 
     s_part(1,23)=565,                                     !  thermal capacity [J/kgK] (solid phase) 
     s_part(1,24)=7960,                                    !  density [kg/m3] (solid) 
     s_part(1,28)=0.0,                                     !  RT breakup possibility (0=no, 1=yes) 
     s_part(1,29)=1.0,                                     !  KH breakup possibility (0=no, 1=yes) 
     s_part(1,30)=1.0,                                     !  BL breakup possibility (0=no, 1=yes) 
     s_part(1,34)=0.78                                     !  radiation emissivity 
 $end 
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A.4 Input File for Sample II 
 
$KFIX2D 
                                                           ! ib2, jb2, ijb2 and maxij are defined in gcom2.inc 
                                                           !   ib2 = number of axial intervals (top and bottom bcs are included) 
                                                           !   jb2 = number of radial intervals (left and right bcs are included) 
                                                           !   ijb2 = ib2*jb2 
                                                           !   maxij = amax(ib2,jb2) 
                                                            
   NAME='Test1 : Sample II, Fragmentation Test’,           ! ib2=5, jb2=14 
  
   SCALE=1.0,                                              ! length scaling factor 
         1.0,                                              ! velocity scaling factor 
         1.0,                                              ! density scaling factor 
         1.0,                                              ! temperature scaling factor 
        
   ITC=1,                                                  ! coordinate (1=cartesian, 1=cylindrical, 2=sphere) 
  
   DR=0.20,                                                ! radial mesh interval [m] 
  
   DZ=0.42,                                                ! axial mesh interval [m] 
  
   FLO=0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,                                 ! radial positions of the opennings at the bottom 
       0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,                                 ! axial positions of the opennings on the left side 
       0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,                                 ! radial positions of the opennings at the top 
       0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,                                 ! axial positions of the opennings on the right side 
      
   NSL=1,0,1,1,                                            ! bcs (0=free slip, 1=no slip) -> bottom, left, top, right 
  
   NO=0,                                                   ! number of the interior obstacles 
                                                           ! if NO is not zero, NS0(N), OB(1-4,N) must be sepcified. 
  
   UO=0.0,                                                 ! initial radial velocity of the fluid (uniform) [m/s] 
   VO=0.0,                                                 ! initial axial velocity of the fluid (uniform) [m/s] 
   PO=1.0e5,                                               ! initial system pressure (uniform) [Pa] 
   THO=1.00,                                               ! initial system vapor volume fraction (uniform) 
   TEMPO=373.0,                                            ! initial system temperature (uniform) [K] 
   grav=-9.8                                               ! system gravitational acceleration [m/s2] 
  
   UINL=0.0, VINL=0.0, PINL=0.0, THINL=0.0, TEMPINL=0.0,   ! inlet fluid properties on the left side [m/s] 
   UINR=0.0, VINR=0.0, PINR=0.0, THINR=0.0, TEMPINR=0.0,   ! outlet fluid properties on the right side [m/s] 
   UINB=0.0, VINB=0.0, PINB=0.0, THINB=0.0, TEMPINB=0.0,   ! inlet fluid properties at the bottom side [m/s] 
   UINT=0.0, VINT=0.0, PINT=0.0, THINT=0.0, TEMPINT=0.0,   ! outlet fluid properties at the top side [m/s] 
  
   ITD=0, NTD=0, NSDMP=0, NFILE=0, NWDMP=0,                ! information on the data for restart 
                                                           ! itd=0 <--> restart is not requested 
  
   TIME=0.0,                                               ! starting time for simulation [s] 
   TSTOP=1.50001,                                          ! ending time for simulation [s] 
   DT=0.00001,                                             ! simulation time step [s] 
 
   CYCLE=0,                                                ! number of simulation cycles before printing 
   LPR=2,                                                  ! media for printing (0=none,  
                                                           !                     1=film only, 
                                                           !                     2=paper only (applied also to data file), 
                                                           !                     3=paper and film) 
 
   TPR=0.05,                                               ! time step for printing to data file [s] 
                                                           !   (lefix-xx.dat, xx=[th,tg,tl,p]) 
                                                           !   (lefixou2.dat) 
   tpr2=0.5,                                               ! time step for printing to data file (lefixou1.dat) [s] 
   TPL=0.02,                                               ! time step for plotting data [s] 
   TPLD=0.02,                                              ! time step for printing on film [s] 
  
   JPLOT= 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1                  ! information for contour plot, in the relative order, 
                                                           !   rho_g, rho_l, void, P, Tg, Tl, Ts, i_g, i_l, 
                                                           !   mass exchange rate, momentum exchange rate 
 $END 
  
 $KF2DADD 
   GFINT=0.004                                             ! time step for dumping the restart data [s] 
 $END 
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 $PRESBC 
   KFLOUT(1)=6, KFLOUT(2)=6, KFLOUT(3)=6, KFLOUT(4)=6,     ! boundary conditions for top opennings 
                                                           !  (top-left, top-right, right-bottom, right-top) 
                                                           !     4 <-> free gradient 
                                                           !     6 <-> fixed pressure 
   KFLIN(1)=6,  KFLIN(2)=6,  KFLIN(3)=6,  KFLIN(4)=6,      ! there are also KFLIN(4) for 
                                                           !  bottom-left, bottom-right, left-bottom, left-top with 
                                                           !     5 <-> fixed influx 
                                                           !     6 <-> fixed pressure 
   uOUTL  =    0.0, uOUTR  =    0.0,                       ! Uout on the left and the right boundary cells [m/s] 
   uOUTB  =    0.0, uOUTT  =    0.0,                       ! Uout of the bottom and the top boundary cells [m/s] 
   vOUTL  =    0.0, vOUTR  =    0.0,                       ! Vout of the left and the right boundary cells [m/s] 
   vOUTB  =    0.0, vOUTT  =    0.0,                       ! Vout of the bottom and the top boundary cells [m/s] 
   POUTL  =  1.0E5, POUTR  =  1.0E5,                       ! pressure of the left and the right boundary cells [Pa] 
   POUTB  =  1.0E5, POUTT  =  1.0E5,                       ! pressure of the bottom and the top boundary cells [Pa] 
   TEMPOTL=  373.0, TEMPOTR=  373.0,                       ! temperature of the left and the right boundary cells [K] 
   TEMPOTB=  373.0, TEMPOTT=  373.0,                       ! temperature of the bottom and the top boundary cells [K] 
   THOUTL =    0.0, THOUTR =    0.0,                       ! vapor volume fraction of the left, right, bottom 
   THOUTB =    0.0, THOUTT =    0.0                        !  and top boundary cells 
 $END 
 
 $OPT 
   BUBTST0=.FALSE.,BUBTST1=.TRUE., BUBTST2=.TRUE.          ! information for the calculation of the bubble expansion 
                                                           !  mostly concerning the equation of state, recommended also 
                                                           !  for general calculation 
 $END 
  
 $xconfig                                                  ! miscellaneous parameters, configurating parameters 
   xcfg(1)=0.2,                                            !  void crit. below which the liquid is considered dominant 
   xcfg(2)=0.5,                                            !  void crit. for bubbly/transition flow 
   xcfg(3)=0.01,                                          !  void crit. for assuming that vap. is totally dragged by liq. 
   xcfg(4)=0.00001,                                        !  void crit. below which it is reset to zero (pure liquid) 
   xcfg(5)=0.99999,                                        !  void crit. over which it is reset to unity (pure vapor) 
   xcfg(6)=1e-8,                                           !  relative error for checking convergence in vap macro. dens. 
   xcfg(7)=4e-5,                                           !  relative error for checking convergence in liq macro. dens. 
   xcfg(8)=-4797.9,                                        !  1ST COEFF OF SAT VAP TEMP FUNCTION                          
   xcfg(9)=1.0,                                            !  2ND COEFF OF SAT VAP TEMP FUNCTION                          
   xcfg(10)=-12.8576,                                      !  3RD COEFF OF SAT VAP TEMP FUNCTION                          
   xcfg(11)=1.54E3,                                        !  VAPOR SPECIFIC HEAT [J/kgK] 
   xcfg(12)=373.0,                                         !  REFERENCE TEMPERATURE [K] 
   xcfg(13)=2.509E6,                                       !  VAPOR SPECIFIC INTERNAL ENERGY AT REFERENCE TEMPERATURE [J/kg] 
   xcfg(14)=42.2E3,                                        !  LIQUID SPECIFIC HEAT  [J/kgK] 
   xcfg(15)=4.19E5,                                        !  LIQUID SPECIFIC INTERNAL ENERGY AT REFERENCE TEMPERATURE [J/kg] 
   xcfg(16)=9.4e2,                                         !  MICROSCOPIC DENSITY OF LIQUID [kg/m3] 
   xcfg(17)=2257.0E3,                                      !  LATENT HEAT CONSTANT [j/kg] 
   xcfg(18)=1.0E5,                                         !  REFERENCE PRESSURE [Pa] 
   xcfg(19)=4.62E2,                                        !  GAS CONSTANT FOR STEAM 
   xcfg(20)=0.02796,                                       !  VAPOR THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY [W/mK] 
   xcfg(21)=0.679,                                         !  LIQUID THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY [W/mK] 
   xcfg(22)=0.662E-6,                                      !  SQUARE OF RECIPROCAL SOUND SPEED FOR LIQUID [s2/m2] 
   xcfg(23)=1.3,                                           !  GAMMA  THE RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS FOR THE VAPOR  
   xcfg(24)=1000.0,                                        !  maximum number of iterations 
   xcfg(25)=1.0,                                           !  liquid phase's compressibility flag (0=no,1=yes) 
   xcfg(26)=9.0,                                           !  max number of loops for pressure iteration in one cell 
   xcfg(27)=1.1,                                           !  relaxation factor 
   xcfg(28)=0.79,                                          !  wall's radiation absorptivity 
   xcfg(29)=7.2e-2,                                        !  surface tension of the liquid medium 
   xcfg(30)=0.95,                                          !  liquid phase's radiation emissivity 
   xcfg(31)=0.1,                                           !  vapor phase's radiation emissivity 
   xcfg(32)=7.4e-4,                                        !  liquid's thermal expansion coefficient 
   xcfg(33)=1.3e-5,                                        !  vapor's viscosity 
   xcfg(34)=2.8e-4,                                        !  liquid's viscosity 
   xcfg(35)=11.0,                                          !  Critical Weber number for bubble 
   xcfg(36)=12.0,                                          !  Critical Weber number for droplet 
   xcfg(37)=1e-6,                                          !  relative error for checking convergence in pressure 
   xcfg(38)=5e4,                                           !  minimum possible pressure 
   xcfg(39)=1e8,                                           !  maximum possible pressure 
   xcfg(40)=0.9,                                           !  void crit. below which the liquid is considered dominant (used in alt_iter2) 
   xcfg(41)=0.0                                            !  Flag parameters (0:stop running in case of in-convergence, 1:keep running) 
 $end 
 
 $lefix_t                                                  ! Fluid adjustment at the top 
   ntop=0,                                                 !  number of vertical nodes to be adjusted, begin at the top 
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   ptop=1e5,                                               !  adjusted pressure 
   tgtop=373.0,                                            !  adjusted vapor temperature 
   tltop=373.0,                                            !  adjusted liquid temperature 
   thtop=1.0                                               !  adjusted void fraction 
 $end 
  
 $lefix_b                                                  ! Fluid adjustment at the bottom 
   nbtm=8,                                                 !  number of vertical nodes to be adjusted, begin from the bottom 
   pbtm=1e5,                                               !  adjusted pressure 
   tgbtm=373.0,                                            !  adjusted vapor temperature 
   tlbtm=373.0,                                            !  adjusted liquid temperature 
   thbtm=0.0                                              !  adjusted void fraction 
 $end 
 
 $lefix_x                                                  ! Fluid adjustment at the specific locations 
   nspc=3,                                                 !  number of cells to be adjusted 
   pspc=1e5,                                               !  adjusted pressure 
   tgspc=373.0,                                            !  adjusted vapor temperature 
   tlspc=373.0,                                            !  adjusted liquid temperature 
   thspc=0.86,                                             !  adjusted void fraction 
   ispc(1)=2, jspc(1)=9,                                   !  radial and vertical indices of cells to be adjusted 
   ispc(2)=3, jspc(2)=9,                                   !  radial and vertical indices of cells to be adjusted 
   ispc(3)=4, jspc(3)=9                                    !  radial and vertical indices of cells to be adjusted 
 $end 
 
 $lesim_c                                                  ! General parameters for lesim 
   pcfrct=0,                                               !  flag for particle-cells overlap (0=particle in one cell, 1=overlap possible) 
   s_hfsim=1,                                              !  flag for simulating heat transfer and particle fragmentation (0=no, 1=yes) 
   s_wep=12,                                               !  critical Weber number for the particles 
   s_khth=0.2,                                             !  thick/thin film criteria for KH 
   s_khef=0.3,                                             !  coefficient for KH 
   s_ainj=1,                                               !  flag for particles injection (0=no, 1=yes) 
   s_nprt=1,                                               !  number of particles to be injected 
   s_auto=0                                                !  Duplicate the particle groups, only applicable if s_npart is 1 and s_auto > 0 
 $end 
  
 $lesim_p                                                  ! Initial information on the particles 
   s_dtinj(1)=0.1,                                         !  time step for the injection relative to the previous injection 
     s_part(1,1)=4.0,                                      !  position along the Z axis [m]    ** always CARTESIAN ** 
     s_part(1,2)=0.0001,                                   !  position along the X axis [m]    ** always CARTESIAN ** 
     s_part(1,3)=0.0001,                                   !  position along the Y axis [m]    ** always CARTESIAN ** 
     s_part(1,4)=-3.0,                                     !  velocity along the Z axis [m/s]  ** always CARTESIAN ** 
     s_part(1,5)=0.0,                                      !  velocity along the X axis [m/s]  ** always CARTESIAN ** 
     s_part(1,6)=0.0,                                      !  velocity along the Y axis [m/s]  ** always CARTESIAN ** 
     s_part(1,7)=7960.0,                                   !  density [kg/m3] (molten phase) 
     s_part(1,8)=0.02,                                     !  radial size [m] 
     s_part(1,9)=2.88,                                     !  thermal conductivity [W/mK] (molten phase) 
     s_part(1,10)=565,                                     !  thermal capacity [J/kgK] (molten phase) 
     s_part(1,11)=3200.0,                                  !  temperature [K] 
     s_part(1,12)=2840.0,                                  !  melting temperature [K] 
     s_part(1,13)=3.62e5,                                  !  heat of melting [J/kg] 
     s_part(1,15)=1.4882e-3,                               !  viscosity [Ns/m2] 
     s_part(1,16)=0.45,                                    !  surface tension [N/m] 
     s_part(1,18)=1.0,                                     !  number of particles in this group 
     s_part(1,19)=0.02,                                    !  radial size of this group [m] 
     s_part(1,20)=300.0,                                   !  reference temperature [K] (solid) 
     s_part(1,21)=1.0,                                     !  flag for fragmentation possibility (0=no, 1=yes) 
     s_part(1,22)=2.88,                                    !  thermal conductivity [W/mK] (solid phase) 
     s_part(1,23)=565,                                     !  thermal capacity [J/kgK] (solid phase) 
     s_part(1,24)=7960,                                    !  density [kg/m3] (solid) 
     s_part(1,28)=0.0,                                     !  RT breakup possibility (0=no, 1=yes) 
     s_part(1,29)=1.0,                                     !  KH breakup possibility (0=no, 1=yes) 
     s_part(1,30)=1.0,                                     !  BL breakup possibility (0=no, 1=yes) 
     s_part(1,34)=0.78                                     !  radiation emissivity 
 $end 
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초    록   

 
냉각수의 거동과 용융물의 거동을 각각 Lagrangian과 Eulerian 으로 나누어서 수치화하는 

것은 용융물과 냉각수의 반응과정을 모사하고 분석하는 유력한 방법 중의 하나이다. 미국의 
위스콘신 대학에서 개발된 TEXAS-V 코드가 이러한 방법을 사용하고 있으나, 1차원적이라는 
점에서 2 또는 3차원적인 거동을 분석하기에는 한계가 있다.  

 
2 차원적인 증기폭발 해석용 전산코드 개발의 첫 단계로서 Lagrangian 입자와 

주위유체와의 반응을 모사하는 Lagrangian 모사 독립 모듈인 LeSiM을 개발한 바 있다. 다음 
단계는 이 모듈을 유체역학코드에 삽입하여 증기폭발 코드를 개발하는 것이다. 이 목표를 
달성하기위하여 유체역학코드로서 K-FIX 를 선택하였고, 이 코드에 LeSiM 코드를 병합하여 
Lagrangian입자와 유체와의 반응을 모사하는 코드를 LeFIX를 개발하였다. 

 
이 보고서에는 LeSiM을 K-FIX에 삽입하고 Lagrangian 입자와 유체와의 반응을 적절히 

모사할 수 있도록 수행된 개선작업을 수록하였다. 또한, 예제계산을 위한 입력과 계산결과를 
수록하였다. LeFIX는 LeSiM과 K-FIX를 병합한 것이기 때문에 LeFIX의 이해를 위해서는 이 
보고서외 각 코드의 매뉴얼을 참조하여야 할 것이다. 
 

주제명 
키워드 

증기폭발,Lagrangian, Eulerian, TEXAS-V, LeSiM, K-FIX, LeFIX 
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One technique or concept that is considered for the purpose of analyzing and simulating the 
process of fuel-coolant interaction is the implementation of the Lagrangian-Eulerian fields for the 
discrete molten fuel particles and the vapor-liquid coolant mixture. One example of the computer code 
that employs such technique is TEXAS-V.  Unfortunately, while TEXAS-V has been used with the 
different degree of success for many simulations, it has one distinct disadvantage in that it can be used 
for the one-dimensional system.  Therefore, it lacks the ability to describe the transient that occurs in 
the direction normal to its main direction.  Since the system of an actual interest is more possible to be 
two or three dimensions, the applicability of TEXAS-V is quite limited in this regard.  

The first stage in the development of LeSiM, the modules for simulating the movements of the 
Lagrangian particles and their interactions with the surrounding fluid, has been concluded.  The 
development is now moved to implement the developed modules with a fluid dynamic code.  For this 
purpose, the fluid dynamic code K-FIX was chosen.  The objectives at this stage are to verify the 
feasibility of extending the fluid dynamic code with LeSiM and to test the capability of the extended 
code in simulating the interactions between the Lagrangian particles and the dynamic fluid. 

This report documents the information on the modification of K-FIX in order to accommodate 
the extension with LeSiM.  It also provides the sample input files for the calculation, the examples of 
the simulations and their results.  The manual is intended as the supplement on the manuals for K-FIX 
and LeSiM.  Therefore, it should be consulted together with these two volumes.  
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